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—“THAT TIIY WAY’ MAY BE KNOWN UPON EAltTII, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG AH NATION'S.”
VOL. VI. WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1836, NO. 46.
GEOKOrr W MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Episcopal Recorder. 
MISSIONARY HYMN.
Air—“Calcutta.”
Isaiah, lx. 1—3. Song of Solomon, vill. 35.
Lo the new creation dawning 
O’er the dark and howling waste !
See the bright millennial morning 
Trav’ling on with glorious haste!
Heavenly prospect!
Let the Church enraptured gaze ! 
City of tho living God,
Shine with grace ! our king’s abode !
YVho is this that upward moveth 
Glorious in the Saviour’s might;
Leaning upon him she loveth,
Rising through the gloom of night?
The Redeemer
Guides the Church of his delight! 
City of the living God.
Shine with grace ! our king’s abode !
Let the pentecostal glory,
Saviour, on the Church descend!
Round tlie earth tile heavenly story 
Of lm'matiuel’s glory send;
Let salvation,
Theme of earth and heaven resound ! 
City of the living God,
Shine with grace! our king’s abode!
IV.
Let her walls with thy salvation 
Echo the Redeemer’s praise ;
Hindoo, Greek and ev’ry nation 
One pure song of rapture raise!
Holy fragrance !
Incense of redeeming grace !
City of the living God,
Shine with grace ! our king’s abode !
Let-the Church, with heavenly graces, 
Spread Messiah’s glorious name ;
Let her prdysers and songs of praises,
Rise and burn with heaven’s pure flame.
Hallelujah!
Glory ba to Christ our king !
City of the living God,
Shine vvith grace ! our king’s abode !
See the heathen temples falling— 
Crumbling to the dust decay!
Hear the glorious gospel calling,
Turn from error’s paths away !
“ Leave your idols ;
Rise from death to endless day !”
City of the living God,
Shine with grace ! our King’s abode !
THE OBSERVER.
From the Literary and Theological Review. 
THE SPIRITUAL CHARACTER OF THE .MISSION­
ARY ENTERPRISE.
jyy fl. Southgate, Jun. Missionary of the Protestant Epis­
copal Church to the Mohammedans,
In the remarks which have now been offered, 
my single design has been, to set forth the true 
ground of Christian action for the world. This 
has been attempted not for any purposes of gen­
eral and indefinite utility, but to prepare the 
way for a just estimate of the present efforts of 
the Church in this great work. The real value 
of these efforts is not to be measured by their 
extent or visible results, but by the principles 
from which they spring. So far only as they 
are the outward expressions of the religion of 
the heart, do they afford ground for congrat­
ulation and hope. So far as they can be traced 
to a source alien from Christianity, so far are
they matters for humiliation and sorrow.
Since the early ages of the Church, there has 
not been a period when religious action has 
been so intense in degree, or so wide in extent 
as at this moment. The present inquiry is, 
whether it is accompanied by a corresponding 
elevation of Christian character—by enlarged 
measures of spiritual piety. If not, it must he 
attributed in part, to external and accidental 
causes. In answer to this inquiry, I remark, in 
the first place, that the distinguishing peculiar­
ity of the religion of the present day is its visi­
ble activity; while there is, on the other hand, 
a manifest repugnance to contemplative piety. 
Action seems to be regarded by many as the 
substance, rather than than the basis of reli­
gion. Zeal, not the sacred fire of the soul, hut 
shofvy palpable zeal, is becoming the grand 
criterion of Christian character. The aim and 
endeavor of those who hold the springs of pub­
lic feeling are rather to produce action, than 
to lay its foundation, broad and deep, in sound 
and enduring principle. Modes of action are 
chosen, not by their sureness or their perma­
nent value, but by their power of envolving im­
mediate results. The spirit of the commercial 
and intellectual world is turned in upon the 
Church. It is, to a fearful degree, the animat­
ing spirit of Christian action. The same hurry 
and bustle; the same impatience of protracted 
processes of labour; the same enthusiasm ^of 
sympathy, which pervade the marts of business 
the school-room and the popular assembly, are 
also a main-spring in the holy enterprises of the 
Church. Their workings are hardly less dis­
cernable in most of the present efforts of reli­
gious benevolence, than in the secular projects 
of the exchange or the market-place. The 
Church is propelled by the interaction of sym­
pathetic feelings, instead of the living energy 
of individual minds. The hearts of Christians 
are gone out into their eyes and ears. They 
are moved by outward impulses, not by the in­
ward, abiding, self-renewing power of a holy 
principle. Christian effort is not a patient con­
tinuance in well doing, hut is dependant, for its 
very life, on external contingencies. Christian 
zeal is not, (as it was in the Apostle) the steady 
constraining influence of holy love—which is 
at once, the binding necessity and the blessed 
freedom of Spiritual religion. It is eccentric 
and periodical, a flickering and inconstant flame, 
rising and falling with the varying influences of 
circumstances. There is a rage for every thing 
practical, and a manifest indisposition to con­
template principles. No project of religions 
effort commends itself to th-c Christian comu-
nity, which does not promise a sudden, visible 
and tangible utility. This is so notoriously the 
fact that the conductors of missionary societies 
are often induced for the support of their insti­
tutions, especially in the commencement of 
their operations,to select those fields which pro­
mise to afford materials for missionary intelli­
gence of the most exciting character. Un­
mindful of the declaration of the Saviour, that 
the kingdom of God cometh not by observa­
tion, Christians lose their confidence in a mis­
sion which has continued for a few years, with­
out any reported conversions to Christianity; 
and the inquiry is started—“Why the results 
of missionary labours are so small?”—when 
perchance, in the very same country, the huge 
fabric of superstition and idolatry is silently, 
yet rapidly crumbling to decay.
Much of the machinery of religious effort at 
the present day, seems to be constructed upon 
the implication that the calm power of Christian 
principle, as it now exists, is not equal to the 
intensity of action desired. Is there nothing 
like this in our religious anniversaries, and oth­
er charitable assemblies of inferior note;—no 
aiming at more passing effect, no endeavour to 
gratify a morbid hankering after excitement, no 
application of unnatural stimulants to a system 
whose vital principle is already overtasked and 
exhausted.
Look, too, at the other thousand extraordina­
ry means in use, for producing action. I allude 
to them only as standing proofs of the position 
which has been advanced. Their very exis­
tence implies that the cause of a ruined world 
cannot be entrusted to the indwelling power of 
holy principle. Christians must be allured or 
goaded by incentives from without, because 
there is so little of self-moving energy with­
in.
Now all these phenomena which I have not­
ed, arc so many symptoms of unhealthy action. 
They indicate that a “false centre of sensibili­
ty” is created, because the religious principle 
is too feeble to sustain the labour imposed upon 
it.
Another qnd more particular evidence of 
the unsoundness of Christian effort for the 
world, may he found in the boastful spirit of the 
Church.
Humility is the child of faith. It springs 
from a clear view of our relations to God. He 
alone who has discerned the infinite purity, ho­
liness and majesty of the eternal, truly feels his 
nothingness. In the evangelization of the world, 
it is the office of faith, while she enlarges the vi­
sion of the Christian, and imparts a greatness 
of design of which the narrow, selfish spirit of 
the natural man is wholly unsusceptible, at the 
same time to bring the agency of deity fully 
into view. The man of faith recognizes God as 
the originator and Supreme director of the 
spiritual renovation of the world. Man is but 
an instrument, a vile, weak and inefficient in­
strument, except as God designs to use him for 
the accomplishment of his glorious purposes.— 
Faith excludes boasting, by bringing the Chris­
tian to so deep and abiding a sense of the pre­
sence and operation of a higher agency in the 
work of his hands, that his success appears to ! 
him not so much the result of his own labour, j 
as that of infinite power, which has wrought , 
through him. He is ready to ascribe all the j 
glory to God while to himself belongs the hum­
ble joy of haying been employed in so exalted ; 
a service.
Is this the spirit of the Church at the present' 
day? Is she persuaded with the unfeigned 
self-abasement of the Apostle, when he deelar- ’ 
ed that he would glory only in his infirmities? t 
Does she, like him, rejoice in her weakness, that 
the power of Christ may rest upon her? Or 
does she seem rather, to contemplate her efforts j 
with the vaunting spirit of the Assyrian mon- I 
arch, “By the strength of my hand have I done ' 
it, and by my wisdom.” Is there nothing of 
self-gratulation in the exulting tone of our reli­
gious anniversaries—in our unbounded rejoic­
ings over the rising glory of the Church? Is 
there not an evident disposition among Chris­
tians, to look no farther back to their own ef­
forts, for the efficient cause of the mighty 
changes that are working in the earth ? Do 
they not talk more of what they are doing by 
their instruments, than of what God is doing by 
his instruments? Do they regard themselves 
and their means merely as the medium for the 
operation of a superior power.
If the Church is impelled by the self-forget­
ting spirit of love, why do her religious jour­
nals—those sure indices of the tone of Chris­
tian feeling—-proclaim and reiterate through 
the land, the praises of her zeal ? Why is the 
munificence of the wealthy, whose splendid 
charities require far less of self-denial than the 
paltry gift of the widow, and every instance of 
singular devotedness, echoed and re-echoed 
through the Church ? Is it not true, that she 
is rejoicing more in what she is doing, than in 
what is actually accomplished, more in her 
own ostentatious efforts than in any wonderful 
progress of spiritual religion in the earth?— 
Does she seem to have any of that spontanacity 
of action which implies no ceremonious effort 
of self-consecration, but is the free, unconsci­
ous working of a new nature? Does she mani­
fest an apostolic forgetfulness of the things that 
are behind, and a constant pressing forward to 
the things that are before? Is her zeal of that 
humble sort that withdraws itself from public 
view and lightly estimates its own worth ? Or 
does it seek the light and glare of day, and the 
gaze of men ? The truth is, the Church is re­
posing upon the downy pillow of her good 
works. She is contemplating with the self-com­
placent spirit of the Pharisee, the vast system 
which she has reared fop the prosecution of her 
benevolent efforts. She loves to sit and watch 
the regular and harmonious movements of its 
machinery, and to listen to the whirl and clatter 
of its thousand wheels.
Oh, how far are we alienated from the meek, 
lowly and retiring spirit of Him who has com­
mitted this work to our unworthy hands, and 
has set us an example of the temper of mind in
which it should be conducted I How far are 
we from obeying his precepts—to take heed 
that we do not our righteousness before men, 
and to keep the beneficence of the right hand 
from the knowledge of the left? How little 
disposed are we to imitate his pure example of 
unostentatious charity—to do good humbly be­
cause the efficacy is of God—to do it privately 
because we do it for his own sake ?
Our exultant conceptions of the missionary 
efforts of the Church are the product of a rad­
ical standard of judgment. They are great, 
they are unexampled since the days of the 
Apostles and their immediate successors, if we 
measure them by the low valuation of dollars 
and cents, or by the visible exhibition of zeal. 
But if we turn our eyes inward, and consider 
how unspiritual are our views, how impure our 
motives how insignificant a part our hearts hear 
in the doings of our hands,—or, if we look out­
ward, beyond ourselves,and the proud Babel of 
good works which we are rearing towards hea­
ven, and behold, how feeble is the power of 
spiritual religion in the world, how slow and 
faltering is its progress, how formidably the 
empire of satan lifts its bold front, what hosts 
of hypocritical professors of well-disposed men 
of the world, of apostates, Jews, Papists, infi­
dels and Pagans, stand in serried opposition to 
the handful of God’s tried friends, how immod­
erate appears our joyous exultation—how abun­
dant, rather, the reason for shame and humilia­
tion before God 1 Oh, if we had the enlarged 
vision of the Apostles and their generous, un­
questioning devoteduess—if we comprehended 
as they did the vast designs of God, and felt, 
like them, the necessitating influence of holy 
love, how meagre and contemptible would ap­
pear our boasted achievements!
Time would fail me to dwell at length upon 
other evidences of the deficiency of genuine 
Christian principle in the efforts of the Church 
for the world. I might point to the deplorable 
lack of brotherly love among Christians, to their 
wide-mouthed strife and their private animosi­
ties ; and where these do not prevail to the want 
of that spiritual union which is shadowed in 
Scripture, by images of those things in social 
life, and the world of nature, which present the 
most vivid illustrations of coherence and unity. 
Christians were then styled fellow citizens, 
members of the same household, a building fit­
ly framed together and inhabited by the spirit, 
branches of the same vine, members of the 
same body. Who, in the soberness of truth, 
would now employ such imagery as a fit symbol 
of the Church? Wno would think of repre­
senting Christians as one body, animated by one 
soul, whilo Christian intercourse, and the outgo­
ings of Christian sympathy, seldom reach be­
yond the pal© of denominational peculiarities? 
Hear, then, the judgment of the apostle: “ He 
that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, 
how can he love God whom he hath not seen ?” 
He that loveth not the visible image, how can 
he love the invisible archetype? Our efforts 
for the salvation of the world are little worth, 
any farther than they spring from love to God, 
and if our love to Him is justly measured by 
our love to each other, tins last becomes a fair 
criterion by which to test the genuineness of 
our magnificent system of beneficence. Apply 
this test and how slight a foundation will our 
proud structure he found to have in true Chris- 
tian principle?
I might point to still another proof of the 
radical unsoundness of our present missionary 
efforts; I allude to the want of a corresponding 
spirit of prayer. But I must leave this topic to 
the private reflection of my readers with the 
statement of a single fact and a single question. 
A recent inquiry into the state of the monthly 
concert of prayer for the conversion of the 
world, abundantly shows that this meeting is 
greatly neglected both by ministers and people 
throughout the country. In view of this fact I 
ask whether there is not just reason to doubt 
the purity of motives which stimulate to out­
ward effort, but do not stimulate to prayer?— 
Does it not evince a want of humility, of a 
just sense of our dependence on God, and a 
vain confidence in our own unaided strength?
I have now attempted, in the first place to 
set forth the great truth that Christianity is bas­
ed upon distinctive principles of action whose 
development constitutes the Christian life, to 
show by various considerations that these prin­
ciples should be the life and guide of religious 
effort in behalf of the world, and to refute such 
objections as were anticipated. In the second 
place, I have ventured to test the present be­
nevolent operations of the Church by the stan­
dard which was set up, and have produced sev­
eral signs, as they appeared to me, of the 
deficiency of religious principles as their ba­
sis.
We come then, upon the whole, to the con­
clusion, that the missionary efforts of the 
Church exceed the actual strength of holy 
principle engaged in sustaining them. The su­
perstructure is too broad for the foundation, and 
yet, at this moment, the building is rearing it­
self above with astonishing celerity, while the 
labour of widening the foundations goes on fee­
bly and slowly beneath. Thousands are busy 
in every part of the edifice hurrying to and fro, 
preparing materials, lifting, hoisting, cheering 
one another, and rejoicing in the work of their 
hands; while a few patient but hardy labourers 
are digging about the base, silently and out of 
sight, strengthening, propping, moving one 
stone after another, and gradually extending 
the area of the foundation/ But the work pro­
ceeds far more rapidly above, and every hour 
increases the danger that the dizzy pinnacle 
will lose its equipoise and topple down head­
long. Is not this a fair picture of the spiritual 
fabric which the Church is rearing ? Do not 
her boasted efforts overreach the sustaining 
power of holiness in the hearts of Christians? 
And are they not spreading wider and wider, 
and springing up into a rank, unnatural growth? 
Are they not the fruit of seed scattered in sto­
ny places, where there is no deepness of earth, 
which the scorched fire of persecution, were it
again to burst forth upon the Church, would 
wither away? Or, on the other hand, is she 
prepared for success? Should the days of the 
Apostles return, and the word of God again 
grow aud multiply among the nations, without 
! a corresponding enlargement of piety in the 
“home of Christianity,” what could we expect, 
hut that the Church would be puffed up with 
vain glory, and be borne away upon the tide of 
earthly enthusiasm?
But action is daily augmenting without a pro­
portionate increase of religious principle.— 
Whence, then, must this new action spring?— 
What motives should give it birth? Appeals 
to Christian principles have no efficiency as mo­
tives, beyond the inward strength of that prin­
ciple. The appeal must, therefore, be to natu­
ral passions, to selfishness, to the restless, un- 
sanctified spirit of enterprise. The number 
and power of artificial stimulants must he in­
creased.' New modes of enlisting the natural 
sympathies, of uneiinching the gripe of avarice, 
of sustaining the overwrought energies, and 
working them to intenser action, must be inven­
ted. And all for what? That we may build a 
house upon the sand, which the first rush of the 
flood, the first blast of the tempest will sweep 
away for ever!
And now will it be deemed a legitimate infer­
ence from what has been advanced,that the mis­
sionary operations of the Church should be, in 
any wise, diminished ? Let such an inference 
find its answer in the last command of Christ 
and the example of the Apostles, which is it­
self a practical interpretation of that command. 
We are as far removed from the apostolic prac­
tice, on the one hand, as from the apostolic 
spirit, on the other, Our efforts Tall far below 
our duty, as they rise above our piety; for the 
measure of our duty is the word and provi­
dence of God, and not our own accidental fit­
ness or unfitness for the performance. Let mis­
sionary action then be increased a hundred fold, 
but not without a still higher increase of vital 
godliness in the bosom of the Church. Here is 
our hope. The spirit of the Apostles must re­
turn. Christians must become a peculiar peo­
ple, separated from the world in tl^; principles 
and temper of their conduct. Tho spirit of 
God must purify the Church from the influence 
of earthly passion, from the unholy emulation 
of party names and party banners, from a vain­
glorious dependence on her improved modes of- 
beneficence. Christians must come to recog­
nise their responsibility as individuals—to feel 
that these responsibilities cannot he transferred 
to executive committees and secretaries—that 
they have something more to do than to erect 
a machine, set in motion, and lie down to sleep 
—that no labour-saving process can release 
them from the obligation to do with their might 
whatsoever their hands find to do.
The Church, is the fountain-head of the mis- 
sidnary enterprise. It is the heart from which 
its life-blood goes out. If the heart is sound, 
its pulsations will be healthful and free. The 
circulating warmth will flow strongly and far, 
bearing life and vigour to the remotest extrem­
ities. The whole action of the system will be 
single and harmonious. But if palsy or fever 
seize upon this central organ of vitality, it 
droops into a sluggish and feeble action, or 
throbs with wild, startling pulses. A torpid 
tide creeps through the arteries, or mad fires 
shoot along the nerves. The body lives too slow 
or too fast. Its members are benumbed by de­
ficiency or surfeited by excess of life. Nor 
will healthy action return, until the remedy is 
applied to the seat of the disease. The heart 
must be restored to the natural exercises of 
its functions—calm yet strong, equable yet en­
ergetic.
But while we contemplate the spiritual eleva­
tion of the Church as prerequisite to the uni­
versal extension of the Redeemer’s kingdom, 
let us remember, for our consolation, that it is 
also rendered certain by the sure word of pro­
phecy. In this view, how full of comfort and 
hope is the reflection, that those very resources 
whose perverted use' has hitherto retarded the 
onward movement of Christianity, will then be­
come, under God, its most powerlul auxiliary! 
Then will the Church, restored once more to 
the purity and vigour of her youth, and having 
at her command the accumulated wisdom of 
eighteen centuries, the unprecedented facilities 
of intercourse tnroughout the world, the almost 
miraculous power of the press, the general dif­
fusion of knowledge, the wonderful improve­
ment in the arts, and all these concentrated and 
rendered effective by a perfect system of oper­
ation,—then will the Church he prepared to 
enter upon a career of conquest, which shall 
far transcend her early triumphs in rapidity 
and glory, and which shall cease only when 
the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness 
of the kingdom under the whole heaven, . shall 
be given to the people of the saints of the Most 
High.
From the Diary of an Old Clergyman. 
THE MISTAKE CORRECTED.
Dec. 19, 1820;—“Mr. T. requests the Rev. 
A. to call on him immediately. He is in a ve­
ry direful and agoni/ed state of mind. The 
long delayed lightnings of divine wrath are just 
gleaming above him, just ready to strike his re­
probate soul to Hell. Come without delay 
and witness the dying anguish of an unforgiven 
sinner.” Such was the tenor of the note which 
I found on my table, when I returned from a 
long round of morning parochial visits. It was 
from a parishioner to whose bedside I had been 
frequently summoned by messages of a differ­
ent character. He was an excellent man, but 
of a morbid temperament. For many years he 
had been a steady, consistent communicant of 
tny Church, humble and unostentatious in his 
Christian character, benevolent and charitable, 
prompt both with his money and his services in 
the cause of the Church; weaned from the world 
domestic in his feelings and habits, scriptural 
in his views, loving mercy, doing justly, and 
walking humbly with his God. He was taken 
sick during the existence of a great religious
stir m the city where he lived, and whilst weak­
ened by disease, had received the kindly intern* 
tl,OI,1P, .v*^s teacher more zealous than 
skilful in his professipn, to whom his unobtru­
sive piety was entirely unknown, and who 
sought to rouse him as he said, from the state 
of “legality” in which he feared the good man 
resting. By the aid of bold denunciation, new 
phraseology, strong terms, and a stern visage, 
he had contrived to put Mr. T. into very con­
siderable fear. He set up a new standard of 
Christian character—a standard mixed up of 
animal feeling and mental excitement, having 
no, reference to those fruits of holiness to which 
I had been accustomed to refer my parishion­
ers as the best evidences of Christian piety.— 
He assumed the broad ground that upon his 
principles Mr. T. had no religion,—he must be 
converted or go to hell. A repetition of these 
visits and conversations for several days during 
a temporary absence from my people, to which 
circumstances had constrained me, had, in the 
enfeebled state of Mr. T.’s body, produced a 
powerful effect upon his mind. Doubts were 
stirred—fears very much roused. 1 had taught 
him while he rested executively upon the mer­
its of the cross of Christ for pardon, grace, and 
acceptance and looked to the Holy Spirit for 
renewal, direction, and assistance- that lie must 
still, as if all depended upon himself, be found 
“working out his own salvation”—“careful to 
maintain good works,” and striving to “make 
his calling and election sure.”
The new view’s imparted by my young cleri- 
Jcal brother had made him doubt the truth and 
correctness of my instructions; and when I first 
saw him after my return, instead of the meek, 
patient subdued man, distrustful himself, look­
ing to God in Christ welcoming me with a kind 
and cordial look with Bible and Prayer-book 
at his pillow, I met, as I entered his chamber, 
a stern and gloomy look, a cold reception, a 
constrained and gruff “How do ye do? sir,” 
which I could not comprehend. I took a seat 
beside him; and expressed regret at finding him 
still in bed though glad to see him look better. 
“The body is well enough but you have ruined 
the soul,” was the stern reply. 1 looked at his 
eye for it struck me in a moment, he was craz­
ed. There was however no sign of delirium in 
it. A harsh and gloomy expression sat upon 
his countenance but there was no indication of 
a disordered intellect,— the peculiar aspect of 
even incipient insanity was. not there. The 
view and conviction afforded indescribable relief 
and I was glad to look elsewhere for the expli- 
nation of the revolution that had taken place 
in him. “Mr. R- has jnst left us,” said his wife, 
“he has been very kind in calling during your 
absence.” Before I could express what was 
juefi starting to my lips—a grateful feeling for 
Mr. R.’s attentions—my friend broke out.— 
“Yes and a'faithful and honest minister of God 
he is.” “Would to God I had always been so' 
faithfully dealt with,”—“I should not now have 
been on the borders of Hell.” “All my false 
supports have been struck from under my soul, 
and I am just finding out that God is a con­
suming fire.” “Oh! my poor, deluded unpar­
doned soul.”
I began now to perceive what was the matter. 
It was no new case to me. His last observations 
were of course a deep reflection on my faith­
fulness, and capacity, as a Christian minister__
I sighed to think what a strange compound of 
strength and weakness the mind of man is. No 
desire to vindicate my own instruction troubled 
me. I did not even attempt to argue with him 
about the correctness of his present views. I 
saw his mind was ready for what might he call­
ed a spiritual quarrel, that he wished to give 
vent to his feelings for the awful deception which 
he conce.ved I had practised upon him, in regard 
to his soul. Instead therefore of replying to 
his observations, 1 paused a moment: and then 
with great mildness said,—“My good friend will 
you allow me to pray with you this morning.” 
There was a manifest struggle in his mind.— 
His gloomy views said, “no;” but a better spirit 
prevailed, and after a slight hesitation he said, 
“well!” “yes.” I kneeled down by his bed, and 
prayed in the fervent terms of the liturgy, 
which I always adopt on occasions of visiting 
the sick, but without any special reference to 
his then state of mind. When I rose, I made 
some kindly observation about his disorder, and 
telling him that 1 would call again the next day 
I withdrew. There was no—“do come early 
and sit souse time with me, and Jet us have a 
free talk,” the general accompaniment of my 
departure on former occasions. I do not well 
know that he said a word expressive of a wish 
to see me again. 1 left him. In the parlor be­
low I questioned his wife as to the existing state 
of his mind, and her narrative supplied me with 
the foregoing materials. Thepointsto which my 
Reverend brother had bent his efforts, and in 
which alas! he had succeeded were to convince 
Mr. T. 1st. that he had no religion at all; and 
2d, that he had been guilty of sins of the deep-, 
est dye. These were two pillars of the edi­
fice of conversation which he was aiming to 
build.—Excellent doctrine when properly" ap­
plied, and applicable too, to very large classes 
of mankind—but no more suitable to all classes, 
than one shoe is to ail feet. Ail men indeed 
are naturally depraved, and all men are prac­
tically guilty—but to afirrn that all are equally 
depraved, and equally guilty, is to affirm what 
is denied by all observation and all experience: 
is to assert there is no distinction in crime; is to 
contradict the consciousness of every sinner, 
which tells him that his depravity of principle 
and conduct has been progressive. Discrimin­
ation is absolutely necesssary in the application 
of Christian truths, and much of the apparent 
and real inefficiency ol modern preaching is 
owing to the want ol it which is so lamentably 
manifested in our pulpits—***. But to return 
—.vlr. R. had succeeded in planting the two 
pillars above mentioned so firmly in my poor 
friend s mind, that the sick man has raised upon 
them some notions, which as to himself were 
equally inapplicable. He became convinced 
that his former religious life had been all sin,
that he had committed the sin against the Holy 
Ghost, and that there was no forgiveness lor 
him. Such were the disclosures whic 1 wer 
made to meat my second visit; at wine 1 tQ
ed into a long course of flu.est‘°”j’ did not 
find out the actual state of his m • seemed 
argue against his notions to
as firmly wedded as d 1 abandoned
upon him in the midst ot
Pr HavS ascertained the actual state of his re- 
lieious view’s, my first object was to prevent the 
addition of any foci to the burn,ng spirit of the 
poor man. I called on the Rev. Mr. R. and 
without alluding to the effect of his ministra­
tions, thanked him for his attentions, and inform­
ed him that I should now be able to give Mr. 
T. those daily attentions myself, without trou­
bling him any further. He took the hint, and 
returned to circulate in his own orbit, without 
further visits to my friend.
And now what was I to do to dispossess him 
of the false notions which appeared to be so 
strongly seated in his mind. After much delib­
eration, I hit upon the following expedient.— 
The reader will recollect the points on which 
Mr. T. had fixed his. I knew they were not to 
be driven from his convictions but by some me­
thod that should strongly present their incon­
sistency with the actual state of the case, and 
I felt assured that it I could once, without let­
ting him perceive my object, bring his strong 
good sense into operation I should succeed.
I drew up a paper and proceeded to his house 
He was in his usual frame—gloomy, and stern 
—inveighing against himself,and proclaiming the 
hopelessness of his case. “Undone”—-“ruined” 
—“lost”—“no hope—no pardon for me,”—he 
broke forth as I entered—“Hell is gasping for 
me.” “Oh/ horror’ how shall I endure the tor­
ments of the burning lake.” “I have sinned be­
yond mercy—beyond forgiveness.”-----  At this
point I interrupted him—“Well, my friend, I 
have come at your desire, and,” taking my pa­
per from my pocket, I said, “ I have a partic­
ular favor to ask of you before you die. It is 
simply that you will sign the following state­
ment of your condition as you have so often ex­
pressed it to me.” I handed him the docu 
ment ;—
“I hereby certify that I, A. T., having spent 
five years in striving to serve God by repenting 
of my sins, seeking pardon through the cross, 
and conforming my temper and habits to his 
holy word, do now on my death bed solemnly 
declare, that I am not converted—that I hate 
God—that I love the Devil, and that I am go­
ing to hell.”—“Witness my hand and seal.”— 
He concluded the reading of the paper with an 
obvious shudder. After a pause of a few minutes 
he returned the paper to my hand, saying in a 
solemn but gentle voice, “I cannot sign such 
a paper.” “I don’t hate God—I don’t love the 
Devil—I hope I am not going to Hell.”
It was enough—the reaction had commenced 
—the disease was broken. It required with the 
blessing of God but the softening application of 
a few fervent prayers from the lately spurned 
liturgy; and a few references to the true scrip­
tural standard lor setting our religious preten­
sions, to satisfy him his mind had been in an 
exaggerated state. He rapidly returned to the 
frame of the humble, patient, Saviour-loving 
Christian in which I had left him, rejoicing in 
Christ—fervent in prayer—patient in tribula­
tion,—and daily striving to be moulded into 
the image of him who fs not only our mediator 
with God, hut the example and pattern of the 
Christian’s life, tempers, and habits. In this 
frame the remainder of his days were spent: and 
when a few weeks afterwards lie breathed out his 
dying soul, it was in the words of the martyr—
“Lord Jesus receive my spirit."
their views of episcopal prerogative so far as to 
contend that the Church was to be governed by 
bishops alone: while those at the South, as we 
have intimated, inclined to the other extreme, 
and advocated the episcopal office simply as a 
prescriptive usage, or on grounds of human ex­
pediency. This difference alone made it diffi­
cult to adjust many points of the Prayer-book, 
such as the office of ordination, and the admin­
istration of the communion,* to the mutual sat­
isfaction of both sides. It led also to collision 
in regard to the rights and influence of the lai­
ty, j- whom a portiod of the clergy were lor ex- 
„i.all 1 Ptridatinns in the councils of
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But if the influence of Bishop White was felt 
in procuring a favourable introduction for the 
episcopacy into the American Church, it was 
much more felt in organizing the Church after 
the episcopacy was obtained. All that is essen­
tial to the unity of a Church which is sound in 
the faith is,that it have duly authorized bishops. 
It might have happened therefore, after bishops 
were obtained, that churches would exist, in 
the several States, bound together by the gen­
eral ties of Catholic unity, without being com­
pacted, as they noware, in one organized body. 
Our catholic union, by which we are members 
of the universal Church of Christ, is one thing : 
our constitution, by which we are rendered one 
consolidated body, known as the Protestant 
Episcopal Church of the United States, is an­
other. We might have had the former blessing, 
and lost the latter: and it was in the procure­
ment of the latter blessing that the services of 
Bishop White were chiefly conspicuous. And 
this was indeed a work of delicacy ar.d magni­
tude, the difficulties and dangers of which it is 
almost impossible to estimate. Here was to be 
laid the foundation of that influence which, as 
a united Church, we were to exert for the sal­
vation of our country and of mankind. In this 
work a mistake would have been fatal: for in it 
were to be combined either the elements of fu­
ture discord and dissolution, or of harmony 
and prosperity. And here it was that the geni­
us of Bishop White preeminently shone forth._
He brought to the task an accurate knowledge 
of the principles of civil and ecclesiastical le­
gislation, habits of cool deliberation, and sound 
judgment, great foresightanddiscretion, promp­
titude and perseverence in action, blended with 
bland and conciliatory manners, learning that 
was ever respected, and a singleness and disin­
terestedness of purpose that were never im­
peached. I should trespass too long on your 
time to tell of the various questions that were 
agitated in the revision of our prayer-book, in 
the framing our canons, and the adoption of our 
ecclesiastical constitution. I would not do in- 
us ice to the memorj’ of the other worthies 
rm? nF ”,I>crated *n this excellent work. Sev-
their piety andCXdomT‘l'y distin6“is.lled 
gratitude* of their AX°"t,tlaJ t0 th° 
part, however, they differed f 1 °r n’,°St
in their views of theology, and’Tm?11? a?°tber 
at that time civil and religious matter? 3UU’ f°F 
intermingled that it was impossible to 
them. They sorelydiffered also in their 
sentiments. I lie clergy at the North carried
eluding from ll legisl tio s i t ils 
the Church, while the laity, in other instances, 
showed themselves in turn apprehensive of cler­
ical ascendency. Now it was the peculiar fea­
ture of Bishop White’s agency that he was ad­
mirably qualified to become the bond of union 
to dissentinent brethren. Ilis own views were 
understood, both on political and religious ques­
tions, to coincide generally with those of the 
southern clergy; but his mind was capacious 
and liberal, and his temper conciliatory, while 
his simplicity and integrity of character procur 
ed for him the confidence of all. Thus while 
he took that prominent part in the work of le­
gislation, which his singular discretion and 
learning so well qualified him to act, his influ­
ence was even more felt in smoothing asperities 
as they arose, and in harmonizing discordant 
materials. To him, therefore; under God, are 
we mainly indebted for that ecclesiastical con­
stitution by which we are exhibited to the world 
in the attitude of one undivided Church.
The value of this constitution the experience 
of nearly fifty years has served to illustrate and 
confirm. For a long time its effects were not 
obvious. But when the generation which had 
been educated under a different regimen had 
passed away, and a new generation arose, whose 
views and character were formed upon its mod­
el, then its fruits were manifested. The union 
of clerical and lay influence in our councils has 
been attended with the happiest effects. Re­
presentation has been so wisely ordered, and 
ecclesiastical power so happily balanced, as to 
lead to most harmonious results. The excel­
lence of our law’s in discouraging the spirit of 
compromise and innovation without repressing a 
prudent zeal—in investing executive officers 
with well defined powers, and thus preventing 
the abuses of arbitrary and irresponsible au­
thority, in guarding the sacred rights of pri­
vate judgment from invasion by the ministry,^: 
and at the same time cheeking its licentious op­
eration by the silent influence of collective wis­
dom embodied in a primitive and catholic lit­
urgy, is becoming more and more a theme of 
eulogy It Is true we have entertained on this 
head differences of opinion : some of us have 
thought that our laws should have been more 
rigorous, others that they should have been 
more lax: but these opposite opinions haye 
neutralized each other, and now the universal 
sentiment of our Communion accords with the 
prayer of him of whose wisdom its laws are a 
living monument, “May the Church so consti­
tuted and continued last forever !”$ Our con­
stitution is acknowledged to have worked well 
where other systems have failed. Had legisla­
tion been more minute, it. would probably have 
led to disruption. As it is, it is certain that the 
spirit which once charged us with want of piety 
has itself launched out into the wildest extrav­
agances, and that the wholesome restraints of 
our discipline, far from checking the flow of pi 
ety, have served to guide it in the channels of 
peace and order. Under this system our 
Church has become the asylum in wliich a calm 
and unobtrusive piety has sought a refuge from 
the excesses of fanaticism; our numbers have 
been multiplied, and our energies envolved,till, 
it the present time, our missionaries, bishops as 
well as presbyters, are found in the distant ex­
tremities of both hemispheres, and our theolo­
gical seminaries send out every three years a 
larger number of clergy than, at the distance 
of thirty years since, our whole Church con- 
tained.(| These blessings, it is true, are prima­
rily owing to the possession of the word of 
God and the Church of God, in the union in 
which they were first instituted, and to the pre 
vailing conviction that the existing order, in its 
great outlines, is a divine appointment, and as 
such is universally, imperatively, and perpetu 
ally obligatory: a conviction which goes far to 
settle the mind of our Communion, and arrest 
the tendency to innovation, and check the love 
of experiment so characteristic of our age and 
country. In a secondary sense, however, they 
may be ascribed to that judicious orgnization 
which the illustrious prelate, whose death 
now commemorate, was mainly instrumental in 
effecting.
And not only have Bishop White’s services 
been valuable in forming our constitution, but 
in expounding it from time to time, and in car­
rying out its principles into full operation. For
a period of fifty years has he been spared to 
watch over the work of his hands, and to coun­
sel those who were called to preserve and ad­
minister its laws. In this time he has written 
and published numerous works which will be a 
valuable legacy to the Church. He has com­
piled a history of our early transactions which 
in future times will be prized as the best expo­
sition of the principles on which our ecclesias­
tical organization was framed. During all this 
time he has edified the Church by his writings, 
and still more by the example of as pure and 
meek a piety as few uninspired men have been 
permitted to attain. And because I have 
dwelt on his legislative labors, let it not be sup­
posed that he was wanting in the unction of a 
faithful and pious minister of Jesus Christ.— 
Far otherwise; his writings every where attest 
a sincere desire to cherish and difluse a spirit 
of personal, practical piety. The last article 
which he published, and which appeared less 
than a month since in one of our periodical 
journals, was an excellent devotional essay on 
the wandering of the mind in prayer; and may 
be mentioned as a gratifying evidence that the 
affections of the venerable man were absorbed, 
to the last, in the holier duties of his calling, and 
that the light in which we had so long rejoiced 
set in unclouded serenity.
The last General Convention, in remodeling 
our missionary system, and in other important 
particulars, has been often mentioned as an 
epoch in the history of our Church. The time 
which had previously elapsed had been the sea­
son of trial: then the Church confessed by a 
common impulse that the time of action had 
emphatically arrived. Then the promised land 
was stretched before us, and we sent out our 
missionaries to Missouri and to China. Then 
it was that the venerable patriarch who had 
guided us in our sojourn, formed us into an or­
ganized society, and instructed us with the wis­
dom of his counsels, and the surpassing meek­
ness of his example was called, as it were, to the 
top of Pisgah, and favoured with a view of the 
land promised to our spiritual Israel. Among 
the closing acts ot his life was the consecration 
of the missionary bishop for Missouri, and a 
written letter of instruction to our missionaries 
at China. Then, when his work was accom­
plished, while “his eye was not dim, nor his na­
tural force abated,” was he summoned to his 
rest. And as he saw the Church of his affec­
tions vigorous and flourishing, her youth buck­
ling on their armor and ready to go forth con­
quering and to conquer in their Redeemer s 
cause, and to take possession of the promised 
inheritance, well might he, with the legislator 
of old, have lifted up his heart to the Source of 
all good, and exclaimed, “Happy art thou, O 
Israel: who is. like unto thee, O people saved 
by the Lord, the shield of thy help and the 
sword of thy excellency! And thine enemies 
shall be found liars unto thee; and thou shah 
tread upon their high places.”
Happy are we, my brethren, as a Church at 
unity with herself, blessed with wholesome laws 
and, as we have reason to trust, a faithful and 
devoted ministry, and an increase among our 
members of the habits of piety and labors of 
love. But what earthly happiness is there 
which is not at times embittered by the infusion 
of grief? The family that has been reared and 
educated, and advantageously settled in life, by 
the labors of a father, are certainly the happiei, 
in their general estate, for his colioitous care, 
but yet as certainly do they grieve at his loss. 
And who that knew our venerated father will 
not grieve at his departure? Who that knows 
the story of his life, and has seen the lovliness
let us live in spiritual communion with God; sup­
plicating the influences of his Spirit, studying 
the record of his will, and firmly trusting in the 
atonement and mediation of his Son. Let the 
members of our spiritual Israel thus individual­
ly make the Lord the shield of their help, and 
the shield of their excellency, and then will his 
glorious promise be fulfilled. Our “enemies 
will be found liars” unto us. Infidelity and su- 
perstitution will vainly predict our discomfi­
ture ; vice at home and heathenism abroad will 
present no effectual barriers to our ultimate 
progress. We shall triumph over all obstacles, 
and as “a people saved by the Lord,” strong in 
“the shield of his help,” and “the sword of his 
excellency;” we shall tread upon the “high 
places” that are now occupied by the banded 
forces ot infidelity, the deluded followers of 
Mohamed, or the blinded victims of idolatry.— 
These are the triumphs to which we shall be led 
as followers of the King Messiah, and citizens 
of the new Jerusalem. This is the land which 
is promised to us as our perpetual inheritance, 
and to the verge of which our now deceased le­
gislator has conducted us* And while we re­
vere the memory of our departed father, and 
emulate his pure life and calm faith and devot­
ed labors; we shall continue to verify more and 
more the benediction which even now aptly ex­
presses our flourishing state: so that, in all suc­
ceeding time it shall be said of us, “Happy art 
thou, O Israel: who is like unto thee, O people 
saved by the Lord, the shield of thy help, and 
who is the sword of thy excellency ! and thine 
enemies shall be found liars unto thee; and thou 
shalt tread upon their high places.”
From the Christian Witness. 
ST. PAUL’S LONDON.
In mentioning the monument of Nelson, I am 
reminded of an anecdote related to me by one 
familiar with the incidents of his lordship’s life 
and death; an anecdote which illustrates at once 
the desire of permanent posthumous fame in 
that great man, and the almost unconquerable 
force of early superstitious prejudice in the hu­
man mind.
After his lordship had received the fatal 
wound, which terminated his life, and had at 
length become sensible that his minutes on earth 
were few, he called to his side the proper at­
tendant in order to give some directions con­
cerning himself and his affairs. Among these 
directions was one, requiring that his body 
should be interred under St. Raul’s Church.— 
His attendant assured him that the strictest re­
gard should be paid to his wishes; but suggested 
with reference to this one, whether, on second 
thought, his lordship would not prefer West­
minister Abbey as the place ot his interment? 
“No;” replied the dying man: I have a prejud­
ice against that place, which I know indeed to 
be groundless, but of the influence of which I 
cannot wholly divest myself. I remember the 
saying, which was current when I was a boy, 
that Westminister Abbey is built on ground 
made by filling up a marsh,* and that there ex­
isted a traditionary prophecy that, at some fu­
ture period, the whole edifice will sink, and with 
all its contents, be swallowed up. My mind 
will be more at ease, if my body be interred un­
der St. Paul’s.”
I have said that this noble church may, not 
improperly, “he considered one mighty monu­
ment, perpetuating to the world the naval and 
military renown of this great nation.” And this, 
considering the multitude of naval and military 
heroes, who have here found their Epitaphs, is 
not an unjust remark. In a different point of 
view, however, the whole of St. Paul’s may well
of his character, can wonder that at the an- be considered the Mausoleum of a single man.
nouncement of his death, our whole Church 
should be arrayed in mourning? Wherever the 
sorrowful intelligence of his death is wafted, it
* Thus that portion of the service which contains the 
terms “altar,” “priest,” sacrifice,” &c., was introduced at 
the pressing instance of Bishop Scabury, and the Connec­
ticut clergy, in conformity with the view of the eucharist 
being a commemorative sacrifice. “As to the other bish­
op,” says Bishop White, alluding to himself, “without 
conceiving with some that the service as it stood was essen­
tially defective, he always thought there was a beauty in 
those ancient forms, and can discover no superstition in 
them. If, indeed, f^icy could have been reasonably 
thought to imply that a Christian minister is a priest, in 
the sense of an offeror of sacrifice, and that the table is an 
altar, and the elements a sacrifice, in any other than figu­
rative senses, he would zealously have opposed the admission 
of such unevangelical sentiments, as he conceives them to 
be.”—Memoirs, p. 15L This latter remark may remove 
the offence which is still taken at these terms by the pious 
of other denominations.
-j- The proposal that the laity should participate in the 
legislative councils of the Church originated with Bishop 
White, and was defended by him as a right oil the ground 
of alleged scriptural and primitive precedents, and advocat­
ed as the only means, in the then state of political feeling, 
of procuring a favorable introduction for the episcopacy.— 
The measure was’reluctantlyacquiesced in by Bishop Seabu- 
ry and the Connecticut clergy, not as the right of the laity, 
but as a concession to them on the part of the clergy, in 
whom alone the right of church government was believed 
to be vested.
} As one instance of this may be mentioned the mode of 
admission to the Lord’s supper. The minister is authoriz­
ed to expel evil livers from the communion, and to advise 
and teach all the members of the Church as to the views 
and dispositions with which they should approach the al­
tar- but he is not permitted to prescribe any thing in the 
shape of a test, beyond the Apostle’s Creed; the individu­
al being free to embrace, ou his responsibility to God 
alone, those views which approve themselves to his own 
judgment, and the Church presuming a correct faith to 
exist implicitly in cases in which it is not distinctly devel­
oped.
§ Bishop White’s Memoirs, page 22L
|| Epitome of the Church by the Rev. Henry Cas- 
wall.
that the Lord is good are some who attribute 
their change of state solely to the instrumantal- 
ity of that missionary, of whose persevering la­
bors the Rev. Mr. Abeel has given us, in his 
beautiful speech at the thirtieth anniversary of 
our society, such an animated, ingenious, and 
faithful account—‘The Bible.” How many 
more is this indefatigable and invaluable 
missionary bringing to Christ daily, of whom we 
know nothing; and who only become known 
when circumstances bring them in contact with 
us! A venerable old Armenian, with a long 
white,beard stooping low under the pressure of 
age is calmlyand most hopefully waiting the time 
when his Saviour shall call him to inhabit those 
heavenly mansions which he has prepared for 
all those who believe in him; and this old man is 
no other than the printer who was employed by 
the Rev. Mr. Leeves when at Constantinople, 
in printing for our society the Armenian Scrip­
tures. Since writing the above, 1 have further 
learned the following most interesting particu­
lars of the Armenians at Constantinople. A 
priest of that nation denounced another, a friend 
of the missionaries, to the Patriarch, for holding 
heretical opinions; on which it was determined 
that a committee of clergymen should exam­
ine him. Atrial in consequence took place; 
and when the accused had made a confession 
of his faith, he was judged to be very orthodox 
in all his principles, and most honorably ac­
quitted, while his accuser was himself deemed 
an heretic, ifhe did not professsimilardoctrines.
After an examination, a Bishop addressed 
him and said, “Be of good cheer: and be not 
afraid; for there are hundreds more who hold 
the same principles as yourself.” The accused 
is one of those who, go under the denomination 
of Evangelists, whose rule of faith is the Gos­
pel.
This has no need of comment; it is a decided 
victory won and a great triumph of truth over 
error and superstition. May the Lord’s name 
be praised! and may He procure ns the oppor­
tunity of witnessing many such demonstrations 
of the silent working of His most precious word.’ 
—Cincinnati Journal.
Standing near the centre of the circular 
pavement, above which springs the heavy-aspir­
ing dome of the Cathedral,if you turn your face
will call from our people a similar expression of! eastward and look to the screen and organ case, 
which separate the nave from the choir,you will 
not fail to note a plain marble slab over the iron 
gates, which open into the choir, commemora­
tive, of one, in the language of his Epitaph,
“Qui vixit annos ultra nonaginta 
Non sibi, sed probono publico j”
“who lived over ninety years, not for himself, 
but for the public good;” and it you read on, 
you will find yourself thus addressed in the 
words of the same memorial ;—
“Lectot,
Si in on u men turn requiris, 
Circumspice j”
“Reader, it you seek his monument, look about 
you.” It is needless to ask the name of him, 
who is thus commemorated. It is not on his 
marble. Why should it be? Never could the 
Epitaph of Sir Christopher Wren have been 
more happily conceived, or the place of its in­
scription more happily selected__ For when, at
the directiou received, you “look about you,”
grief to that which you now behold. It is a ! 
sublime spectacle : and the chief beauty of the j 
tribute is its sincerity. It is not an ostentatious 1 
pageant. It is not the movement of a faction, j 
eulogizing the leader who had led his party j 
through broils and dissensions, and triumphed 
in the defeat of his rivals. No! it is the sin­
cere and spontaneous movement of our whole 
Communion in acknowledgment of the trans­
cendent worth of one who was enshrined in ev­
ery heart; one in whom the sterner qualities of 
firmness, and energy, and learning were illumin­
ed with the mild radiance of meekness, modes­
ty, and humility, one whose fair fame has never 
been tarnished by the imputation of arrogance, 
ambition, or intolerance—charges which, even 
when unmerited, it is so difficult, in the consci­
entious discharge of duty, wholly to avoid_ but
who has ever stood forth a shining example of 
Christian charity and Christian wisdom. It can­
not be, my brethren, but that we grieve under
From the London Christian Observer. 
STATED SEASONS OF PRAYER.
These are designed to stimulate our languid 
faith in the invisible realities of the unseen 
world and to exhibit to us, at regular intervals 
just frequent enough to keep up the habit of 
contemplating it, a draught o( what our souls 
should always be, in the subordination of all
their faculties before a felt presence of God._
Stated prayer gradually obliterates the old, and 
forms new traces in the soul, in which at length 
the affections habitually move; and thus bring 
it nearer and nearer to that frame of continual 
prayer to which the Apostle exhorts when he 
says, “Pray always:” “Pray without ceasing:” 
and which is the perfection of the Divine life in 
the soul. The necessity for daily, stated sea­
sons of prayer, as a mean to this, God himself 
recognises and justifies us in adopting this 
mean by His appointment under the ceremo­
nial and typical dispensation of the morning 
and evening sacrifice. Like Jacob’s ladder, 
prayer conducts the eye of faith to heaven, and 
by it the messengers of God visit the soul. It 
lays man’s wants and sorrows before the Throne 
of Grace, and returns fraught with Divine bless­
ings. It bridges the unfathomable, and other­
wise impassable gulf, which separate time from 
eternity—this world from the dwelling place 
of God. It is the key of heaven; and, though 
the body be still chained to earth admits the 
souls to expatiate: and to rest, amid the green 
pastures and by the still waters of anticipated 
paradise. At that day when the secrets of all 
hearts shall be disclosed, how many a votive 
offering will be found suspended in His chosen 
temple, the human soul, to the God of prayer! 
To how many an anxious, carking care has 
prayer proved a sweet and refreshing anodyne ’. 
How many a wavering purpose of good has 
prayer fixed! How many a timid, doubting soul 
lias prayer nerved to run with patience the race 
set before it! How many a gloomy night of 
darkness and depression has prayer illuminated
with a ray direct from heaven! How many a 
solitary outcast, insolated by his miseries from 
all human sympathy, has prayer introduced in­
to the general assembly and church of the first­
born which are written in heaven! How many 
a struggling, perishing wretch, sinking amid 
the waves and storms of this troublesome world, 
has prayer caught up into the third heaven, and 
landed in the paradise of God!
the sense of such a bereavement. We grieve • you yourself standing at the very point,
to lose the living exampler of virtues which it 
will never again be given us to behold united in
where, to the best possible advantage, the full 
granduer and beauty of this, his incomparable
one person. We grieve to part with one who ‘ cbe^ d’ceuvre burst on your view. To the right
has stood to us in a relation which is itself 
severed for ever, and which, consequently, none 
other, be his excellencies what they mav. can 
ever supply.
But, brethren, let not our grief be useless._
Let us fix our attention on the virtues of our 
departed father, and learn the power of religion 
which was exemplified in such a life and such 
a death. What charms can any worldly pur­
suit, whether of pleasure, wealth, or honor, of­
fer to vie with the attractive beauty and happi­
ness of his spotless career, or the placid sereni­
ty of his dying hours? Let us then be more 
devoted to the Gospel by which he lived, and 
the Church which he loved. Especially let us 
resolve, each one in his vocation and ministry, 
to preserve the polity, and promote the prosper­
ity of the Church as it has been left by its ven­
erated father. He leaves the Church happy; 
happy in its union, in its laws, in its ministry, 
and in the general prevalence among our mem­
bers of pure doctrine, and, be it humbly added, 
of sterling piety. But let us remember that lie 
has been hut the instrument in the hands of a 
higher power, and that in truth our happiness
consists in being a people saved by the Lord.__
Ever let us remember that God is the shield of
our help, and the sword of our excellency._
Let us rely on no weapons which are not drawn 
from his sacred armory. In all our sorrows and 
dangers, let us take refuge under the shield of 
his promises, and in all the measures and enter­
prises which wc adopt for the subjugation of a 
sinful world, let us go forward to the conflict 
armed with the sword of his truth. In a word,
and left are the Transepts, filled with the finest 
efforts of sculptor’s art in memorizing the im- 
moraldead. In front lies the choir, with all its 
majestic architectural ornaments. In rear ex­
tend the long nave and its aisles, with their im­
mensely massive piers, and nobly classic pro­
portions. While above swells a cope of most 
magnificent dimensions, rich with the designs 
of art, solemn as the vaulting upwards of even- 
ng’s sombre firmanent, and powerful as mid­
night grandeur, in hushing into mute awe the 
soul of the wondering, worshipping beholder.
S. P.
* The ground on which Westminister Abbey stands was 
once called “Thorney Island.” The arm of the Thames 
which enclosed it,if it was reallyan Island has been filled up 
and now forms some of the finest grounds in London. 1
THE BIBLE AMONG THE ARMENIANS.
In the Monthly extract of correspondence 
of the British and Foreign Bible Society, just 
received, we find the following highly interest 
ing letter from their agent, Mr. Benjamin Bar­
ker, dated at Smyrna in April last. Mr. B. it 
will be seen confirms the accounts of our own 
nnssionariess, and gives, some new particulars 
of the progress of the Gospel among the Ar­
menians.
We haye most cheering accounts from sever­
al Armenians at Constantinople, many of whom 
have become decidedly pious, and are seriously 
thinking of the salvation of their souls; and what 
will give you pleasure, as well as all those who 
take an interest in Bible societies, is the fact, 
that among those who have tasted and seen
A MISSIONARY S OXEN.
A missionary in South Africa having reduc-
duced the language of the tribe in which he la­
bored to a written form, drew the characters of 
the alphabet on a board, and having gathered 
his boys round him, told them that as he point­
ed to one of those marks, he should make a 
certain noise with his tongue, and they were to 
try and do the same. He then pointed to the 
first character and pronounced the sound of A. 
The boys looked first at him, then at one anoth­
er, and finally burst out into a roar of laughter. 
A second attempt met with still less success; 
they laughed more loudly than before. What 
was he to do? They could not conceive his 
design, and the more they thought of it the more 
ludicrous it appeared. At length a thought 
struck him. “My lads,” said he, “you know 
that in the Kraal your fathers’ oxen all have 
names; and if one of them is named to you, 
you will go aud single it out ”—“Yes:” this they 
could all understand. “Well, then my good 
boys, these black marks are my oxen; they have 
all got names; and I want you to know the 
names of my oxen.” This at once succeeded 
in rousing their attention: it was a pleasant 
thing to know the names of the missionary’s ox­
en. When they had thus learned the names of 
the letters, it was not long before they began 
to form little words; and the whole art and 
mystery was soon explained.— Cincinnati Jour­
nal.
IS THERE A HELL?
A pious minister, of respectable talents, now 
in the Methodist connexion, was formerly a 
preacher among the Universalists. The inci­
dent which led him seriously to examine the 
grounds of that doctrine is striking and singu­
lar. He was amusing his litt.e son, by teling 
him the story of the “Children in the Wood.” 
The boy asked, “What became of the little in­
nocent children? “They went to heaven, 
replied the father. “What became of the wick-
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ed old uncle ?” “ He went to heaven, too/’—
“Wont he kill them again, father?” said the 
boy.— Cincinnati Journal.
The Spirit itself maketh Intercession for us with groan­
ing which cannot be uttered. Rom. 8.
This is beautifully illustrated by an old writer: 
“A pretender to the spirit has more in his ex­
pressions than in his heart; but one effectually 
assisted by the spirit has more in his heart than 
he can express. 1 he words of those overreach, 
but the expressions of these fall short of what 
they feel within. The Spirit helps his people 
to a sense of their spiritual state, makes them 
sensible oftheir spiritual wants, their inward 
distempers, their soul grievances; makes them 
apprehensive of the importance, the necessity, 
the excellency of what they are to seek; and 
hence spring love to them, desires after them, 
zeal, and fervour in seeking them. Hence those 
affectionate workings in their hearts which are 
too big to be let out by words, which are signi­
fied by sighs, and groans such as cannot other­
wise be uttered.”—Christian Intelligencer.
PRINCE OE BOHEMIA.
Col. 1; 13. Who hath delivered us from the power of
darkuess and hath translated us into the kingdom of His 
dear Son.
When Libussa, princess of Bohemia, had first 
ennobled and then married Primaslaus, who be­
fore was a plain husbandman, in remembrance 
of his first condition he brought with him a pair 
of wooden shoes. Being asked the cause, he 
answered, “I brought them that they might be 
set up for a monument in the castle of Visegrode 
and shown to my successors, that all may know 
the first prince of Bohemia was called from the 
cart to his high dignity; and that I myself, who 
arti brought to wear a crown, may remember I 
have nothing whereof to be proud.”
Let the Christian be humble and grateful 
when he contrasts bis former with his present 
state. “Look unto the rock whence ye are hewn 
and to the hole of the pit whence ye ate digged.— 
Landmark.
ADVANTAGES OF MISSIONARY OPERATIONS TO 
THE COMMERCIAL WORLD.
I have recently been very much interested in 
the perusal of an article on this subject, the 
substance of which I will give very briefly to 
your readers. The expenditures in Foreign 
Missions have been repaid twenty fold, by the 
advantages which they have opened to the 
commercial world. Twenty years ago, what 
was the condition of society at the Sandwich 
Islands, with respect to the facilities presented 
by them to the shipping interest in the Pacific 
ocean? And vdiat now is their condition in 
this respect? Tenor fifteen years ago, what 
was the condition of the Burtnan Empire; and 
what is it now under the commercial treaties 
which have been established between that coun­
try and Great Britain, through the efforts of 
our own Mr. Judson? .And to mention but one 
instance more, has not the intrepid Gutzlaflf 
opened an entire new field for commercial en­
terprise, by discovering the facts that the edicts 
of the Emperor of China, are not such as to 
prevent our merchant ships from entering the 
ports of that country? The commercial world 
is eagerly seizing upon the advantages afforded 
by the discoveries or the labors of the mission- 
nries; and yet, what has the commercial world 
contributed for the advancement of the mission­
ary cause ?—^Family Journal.
GIVE US THIS DAY OUR DAILY BREAD.
Did the majority of professors make this 
prayer with integrity of heart and consistency 
of effort, Zion would not be languishing, nor 
would her gates be so neglected. Strange as it 
may appear, yet true it is, that Christian gen­
erally are not desirous to receive daily supplies 
of grace, to obtain the reviving and sanctifying 
influences of the Spirit constantly. They 
would not be destitute of the joy of the salva­
tion of God, but they are not desirous to re­
joice always. Her.ce it*is, after the most reviv­
ing seasons, there succeeds a state of most la­
mentable lukewarmness which quiohly degener­
ates into coldness. A special season of re­
freshing at set times, an overwhelming baptism 
of the Holy Spirit, once a year or so, is quite 
as much as many Ministers, and we fear, all 
Churches desire. We know not how the phrase 
originated, but it is in the mouths of many, that 
they wish food enough at one time to last “a 
forty days journey.” Such disposition is akin 
to that of the sloth who wishes to gorge himself 
when he does eat, that he may go in quest of 
food as long as possible. Surely it should not 
be so with a redeemed soul. To he only revival 
Christians is to be at best inconsistent, weak, 
doubting professors. Each day brings with it, 
its peculiar exposures, temptations, sorrows, 
and the requisite strength and joy are necessa­
ry to meet and to mitigate them. Daily food is 
requisite that we may be every day Christians, 
“adorning the doctrine of God our Saviour” in 
all things. Such Christians give the fragrance 
of a good example and are instrumental in 
bringing many souls to the Saviour.
Christians hold to daily prayer, why ? as mat­
ter of duty? Do they expect blessing? Do 
they not need it? We fear a faithful examina­
tion of our heart. Daily food gives daily com­
fort, conduces to strength of principle, fervor 
of desire, watchfulness, diligence. When wilt 
thou, reader, when will Christians desire daily 
bread? Until then, expect not vigor of faith, 
consistency of hope, continuance of love.— 
You will at best be a poor starveling in spirit, 
and an inefficient soldier. It is your privilege 
to rejoice in che Lord alway, commence then 
from this good hour to pray with desire “give 
me this day my daily bread!”—Christian Intel.
It was a quaint, yet shrewd remark of an emi­
nent father in the ministry, speaking of this 
waste of life, “That the devil has two ways of 
destroying the usefulness of good men, one by 
persuading them that they are very modest and 
ordinary men, and must not attempt great things 
and the other, if they will attempt much, by go­
ing behind, and whipping them up, driving them 
on, dragging them violently ahead, and getting 
them to the grave as soon as possible. It ap­
pears to us that while many have yielded them­
selves tamely to the former device, not a few 
have submitted rashly to the latter: and we can­
not believe in respect to the latter class, that 
suicide in the pulpit is an act of more salutary 
influence upon the prosperity of the churches, 
than by a rope in the garret.—Landmark.
By the bare word of God,j it is that the 
heavens continue, and the earth (without any 
other foundation) hangs in the midst of the air; 
therefore well may the soul stay itself upon 
that, even when it hath nothing else in sight to 
stay itself upon. By his word it is that the 
covenant of day and night, and the preserva­
tion of the world from any further overflowings 
of waters, continueth; which if it should fail, 
yet his covenant with his people shall abide 
firm for ever; though the whole frame of nature 
were dissolved, Sibbs.
NO LAW OR HOVE.
The New Zealanders, as we are told by Mr. 
Yote. their excellent missionary, have no word 
in their language to express Law,—or Hope. 
What must be the state of a people, where 
these ideas are so completely unknown that 
there is not evena word to express them!—JV. 
y. obs.
lie is wise enough who hath learned the gos­
pel, he is altogether out of his senses who seeks 
saving knowledge any where else; for here are 
all treasures.—Davenant.
THE OBSERVER.
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KENYON COLLEGE.
The Commencement exercises of Kenyon College took 
place, according to notice, on Monday 5th inst. Although 
of rather an unusual length, they were listened to with an 
attention that manifested much interest and approbation. 
The impression, as far as we have been able to ascertain it, 
was highly favorable to the attainments and discipline of 
mind, exhibited in the performances of the day. They 
were deemed creditable to the Institution.. The andience’ 
though large, was probably smaller than it would li3ve 
been, had the day of commencement been more generally 
known. The order of exercises we subjoin below.
PRAYER.
music.
1. Latin Oration—Doctrina Recta Felicitatis Publijx 
Fuiulamentum.—E. N. Lightner.
2. Oration,— Claims of Hebrew Literature,—W. II. 
Kinckle.
.3. Oration,— The Ascendency of Law—A. I.. Mehu- 
R1N.
MUSIC.
4. Oration,— The Fall of Warren,— It. L. Brown.
5. Oration,— Permanence of Free Institutions in the U. 
States,—G. E. Hogg.
6. Greek Oration, An/tarl'inn s,—F. K. Hunt.
MUSIC.
7. Oration,—Influence of Commerce on Hationat Improve­
ment,— A. E. Johnson.
8. Oration,—Downfall of Despotism,—R. Moore.
music.
9. Oration,— Character oj the Politician,—C. B. Mal. 
LETT.
10. Oration,—National Excitement favorable to Free Prin­
ciples,—E. N. Lightner.
11. Oration,—Purified National Literature,—W. A. M. 
Brooke.
music.
12. Oration,—Immortality of the Affections,—F. K. Hunt.





The Degree of A. B. was conferred on the individuals 
above mentioned.
The degree of A. M. in course, was conferred on the 
Rev. Sherlock A. Bronson, and the honorary degree of 
A. M. on the Rev. IIeman Dyer.
The vacation following commencement will continue 
eight weeks from Wednesday the 7th instant, that is, to 
the 2d of November next.
The Rev. Alvali Guion has resigned the parish of Tri­
nity Church, Troy, and has been unanimously elected Rec­
tor of St. James’ Church, Piqua.
acknowledgments.
The Treasurer of the Missionary and Education Com­
mittee acknowledges the receipt o f the following sums since 
the last report : —
July 18. From Messrs. Edwards & Munger, Dayton, on 
Scholarship, - - $37 50
“ Cutler Scholarship, Boston, 75 00
“ AH Saints’, Portsmouth, Weekly
Offerings, April, May and June,
General, - - - 8 52
Aug. I. “ Female Missionary Society, Trinity
Ch., Columbus, Diocesan Miss. 63 11
Collected by Rev. Mr. Muenschor for
Education, . - - 6 52j
Edsen Scholarship, Boston, - 75 00
Dr. Jeffries, Boston, - - 60 00
Harcourt Parish, Gambier, Weekly
Offerings for July—Gen. $38 52|
Ed. 8 38—46 90|
Trinity Ch. Newark, for portraits, 20 00 
“ “ Weekly Offerings from
April to August, - - 12 464
Sept. St. James Ch., Piqua, Weekly Offer­
ings 6 months—Education, $ 3 56
Missions, 10 45—14 01
Trinity Church, Troy, Weekly Of­
ferings 6 months—Missions, 7 75
J. McClung, for Education, 5 00
3 portraits sold by Rev. Mr. Guion, 6 00
M. T. C. WING, Treasurer.
“ Weekly Offerings” of St. James’ Church, Piqua, du­
ring six months euding on-the 25th day of July, 1836.
Green Bay Mission, - - $ 0 50
Greek do - - 1 50
China do - - 3 00
Ministerial Education in Ohio, - 3 56
Domestic Missions, - - 10 45
“ Weekly Offerings” of Trinity Church, Troy, during 
six months ending on the 26th day of July, 1836.
Green Bay Mission, - •• $1 00
Foreign Missions, - - 3 00
Domestic do - - 7 75
St. James’ Church, Piqua.—At a meeting of the Ves­
try of St. James’ Church, Piqua, Ohio, held on the 29th 
day of August, 1836, it was unanimously
Resolved, That this Vestry have heard with deep sorrow, 
the melancholy intelligence of the death of our venerable 
and beloved Father in God, the Rt. Rev. William White, 
D. D., Presiding Bishop of the l’rot. Episcopal Church 
in the United States.
Resolved, That we entertain the highest respect and ve­
neration for the memory of our late presiding Bishop, that 
we regard him as the great agent through whom a wise 
Providence has guided the Church in this country, and en­
abled her to “hold the faith in unity of spirit, and in the 
bond of peace,” and has raised her to great prosperity; 
and that we do feel thankful to the author of all good, for 
his long continuance in this world, and for his wise coun­
sels, apostolic spirit, and for the pure and holy light spread 
through the Church in his life.
Resolved, That we highly approve of the prompt tribute 
of respect paid to the late Presiding Bishop by our Rector 
in causing the pulpit and desk of St. James’ Church to be 
clothed in black immediately after receiving the above pain­
ful intelligence.
Resolved, That the Rector is requested to transmit a 
copy of these resolutions to the Gambier Observer, and 
Western Courier & Enquirer for publication.
ALVAI1 GUION, Rector.
M. S. Mitchell, Clerk of the Vestry.
Diocese of Illinois__ We have received the Journal of
the second annual Convention of the Diocese of Illinois, 
held in Trinity Church, Jacksonville, May 16th and 17th, 
1836. The list of Clergy belonging to that interesting 
diecese enumerates eight, besides the Bishop. The Con­
vention was attended by Bishop Kemper (Bishop Chase 
being absent in England,) four of the Clergy, and five lay- 
Delegates. Three churches were represented.— Church 
Advocate.
Java.—We have received a letter from the Rev Mr. 
Hanson, one of the missionaries of the Episcopal Mis­
sionary Society to China, dated at Batavia, in the Island 
of Java, on the 6th of April, where he and his compani­
on, the Rev. Mr. Lockwood, expected to remain until they 
had made some progress in acquiring the Chinese language. 
Mr. Hanson says
“We found on our arrival in Batavia that an asylum had 
been established, through the exertions and influence of 
the Rev. Mr. Medhurst, missionary in connexion with 
the London Missionary Society, to support and educate the 
orphan children of Europeans. There are now in this 
institution thirty orphans, who arc fed, clothed and edu­
cated, almost entirely by the English and American resi­
dents here, who compose but a very small community.— 
The children are taught both the English and Dutch lan­
guages. The former; however, is used principally for col­
loquial purposes. There is also an English school, taught 
by a lady who resides with the missiouary. In this school 
there are about twenty scholars. The children from this 
school are united on Sundays with the children of the or­
phan asylum, and formed into a Sabbath School. We have 
offered to this school the use of the library so kindly given 
us by your society. Believing that it would be agreeable 
to them for us to dispose of it in this way,and the best use 
which could be made of it, I hope what we have done will 
secure their approbation.” Mr. Medhurst is expected to 
visit the United States this j’ear. —Sunday School Journal.
American Bible Society.—The printing establishment 
of this Society which was so injured by fire, near the 
close of the last month, is already repaired and its eigh­
teen steam presses are again in motion. The engine 
room, besides having a stone floor and walls, is now lin­
ed overhead with a thick layer of tin. With such pre­
cautions within, and iron shutters without, it would seem 
that few buildings could be more secure against futuro 
conflagration. By the late fire some few orders for books 
we learn, have been delayed, but will now soon be exe­
cuted, as well as others which may be presented.—N. Y. 
Observer.
Monument to Dr. White.—We observe in several of the 
papers of the city of Philadelphia proposals for a Monu­
ment to Bishop White. The project has our hearty appro­
bation__ We would in every way do honor to such a man.
May we suggest to Churchmen a monument more endur­
ing than brass or marble—strictly congenial with his char­
acter and thoughts and efforts—inestimable for usefulness 
to the Church? Let $25,000 he contributed, under the 
auapiecc of tbp respected Agent of the Dom-J of Trustees 
of the General Theological Seminary, the Rev. John W. 
James, with the condition that at their earliest conveniences 
they complete and fill the Bishop White Professorship of 
Pastoral Theology and Pulpit Eloquence. Let us thus 
send down the name and memory of our departed Senior, 
through a chain of faithful and well furnished pastors, to 
the end of time, — Church Advocate.
A meeting was lately held of a society established at 
Southampton (Eng.) for promoting the reformation of the 
gypsies now scattered over the country. It appears that 
there are about 18,000 of these wanderers now in Great 
Britain, corrupting the morals of the younger classes of 
society, by fortune telling, &c., and injuring the farmers in 
various ways. Through the exertions of the society above 
referred to, thirty gypsies have been reclaimedYrom their
bad habits, and have become useful members of society__
Episeopal Rcc.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Commencement at Williams College.—The commencement 
of Williams College was celebrated on Wednesday of last 
week (the 17th inst.) The following report of the proceed­
ings is from the pen of a correspondent.
“On the evening before commencement, besides the usu­
al prize-speaking by undergraduates from each of the clas­
ses, there was an oration before the Adelphic Union Socie­
ty, by Rev. George B. Cheever of Salem. His subject 
was ‘the Literature of the 17th century,’ a noble subject, 
and treated in an able and most interesting manner. The 
speaker showed an intimate acquaintance with the great 
masters of that age in the varied walks of literature, 
great accuracy of discrimination in regard to their mer­
its, and deep and enthusiastic admiration of their beauties.
The exercises of commencement were good, better than 
I have ever witnessed at any preceding anniversary of the 
institution. There was justness and sobriety of thought, 
and a simplicity of expression, in the orations of the young 
gentlemen, that reflected great honor on themselves and 
their instructors. Twenty nine received the degree of A. 
B. and a number that of A. M. The degree of D. D. 
was conferred on the Rev. Mr. Van Vechten, of Schenec­
tady, the honorary degreee of A. M. on the Rev. Judson 
Buck, of Hunter, N. Y., and that of M. D. on several 
whose names I do not recollect.
On the same day an oration was delivered before the 
alumni by Dr. Childs, professor in the Berkshire Medical 
Institution. It was spirited, but tinctured with radicalism 
more strongly than I was prepared to find in sober New. 
England.
Dr. Griffin who has so long presided over this college, 
and so advantageously for its interests, has been compelled* 
by the failure of his health, to resign. Mr. Mark Hop­
kins, Professor of Rhetoric and Moral Philosophy in the 
same institution, has been elected President, and it is 
thought by all who know him, that an abler selection could 
not have been made. During the past year lie has dis­
charged the duties of the Presidency, so far as the instuc- 
tion is concerned, to the very high gratification of the stu­
dents.
The Rev. Joseph Alden, Professor of Latin, has been 
transferred to the chair made vacant by the election of Mr. 
Hopkins to the Presidency, and it is theught that the pre­
vious habits of this gentleman will enable him to fill the 
place to advantage. Indeed he has during the past year, 
discharged most of the duties of this chair, (Prof. Hop­
kins being occupied with studies usually taught by the 
President,) in a manner that induced the trustees to make 
the transfer.
The trustees have resolved to proceed with their design 
of increasing the advantages and usefulness of the institu­
tion, and have appointed Professor Alden their agent to 
raise funds for the erection of another edifice which is call­
ed for by the increasing number of the students; and to 
enable them to reduce still lower the expenses of education 
The Christian public will not refuse to listen to the appeal 
of that institution within whose walls American missions 
originated; for it is probably known to most of your read­
ers that the plan of foreign missions was formed by Samu­
el J. Mills and Gordon Hall, when they were students 
of this college, and that a large number of foreign mission­
aries have been trained up to fallow the footsteps of those 
devoted men.”—New York Observer.
Middlebury College.— I he annual commencement took 
place on the 17th inst Graduates 32. The degree of A. 
M. was conferred on 13. A new College edifice is just
completed, and another is to be immediately erected__ N.
Y. Mercury.
Important Appointment.—The Rev. Prof.'William H. 
M’Guft’y.lateorMiami University, Oxford, Ohio, has been 
appointed by the I rustees of the Cincinnati College, Pre- 
sident of that institution, with the choice of a profesship ii^ 
the Literary department. A word of explanation is neces­
sary. The Cincinnati College is rather a University than 
College, consisting of a Law, medical, and Literary depart­
ment----Prof. Mc’Guffy, though elected president of the
college, has particular connection with the literary depart­
ment. This department will have a prime reference to 
the education of teachers for the west, but at the same time 
pursue the general plan of our colleges__ Cincinnati Jour.'
New Society.—A correspondent of the Salem Land­
mark, after giving an account cf the last day’s proceedings 
of the Temperance Convention at Saratoga Springs, sub­
joins the following information
On Saturday evening a meeting was held at the Presby­
terian church for the purpose of considering the expedien­
cy of forming 3. new and national society, under the name 
of the American Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know­
ledge. The object contemplated is the supervision of the 
press; to issue cheap popular publications of amoral and 
useful character; to raise the tone of our literature; and 
to prepare standard books for school and family libraries. 
It is proposed to guard the amazing energies of the press 
against perversion, and to wield them only for good, by se­
curing the public confidence and patronage, and by the ster­
ling merit of their puhlicasions. It is understood and 
pledged not to interfere iu its object with the American 
Tract Society; but will range irt a different field, leaving 
that society the appropria*e theatre of benevolent action 
which it has selected—the religious issues of the press—and 
confining its labors to those of au ethical, literary, histori­
cal and biographical character.
I was wearied out by the previous public exercises of 
the week, and was unable to attend on Saturday evening ; 
but am informed that the meeting was addressed by Dr. 
Beecher, Professor Proudfit, and Rev. G. D. Abbott, with 
much interest. Mr. Abbott may probably be regarded as 
the originator of the idea and plan, having witnessed the 
power and healthful operation of similar institutions in 
England, and deeply felt while there their importance and 
desirableness here. They wish $100,000 to lay the foun­
dation of the institution, that its publications may he cheap, 
and its course free, unembarrassed and permanent. But I 
am fearful that the idea of raising this sum from other 
than the religious community, from the literary, the taste­
ful and wealthy, is chimerical, and will prove a failure.— 
The Bunker Hill stone-heap is a standing monument of 
admonition on that subject.—Chr. Mirror.
Imperial Library at Vienna. Besides a great General 
Alphabetical Catalogue, of the printed books, about 3000,- 
000 in number, so arrarged that every new acquisition 
may be readily inserted, there are nine special catalogues, • 
viz; of prints and maps, the prints alone amounting to 
300,000, and valued at as many pounds sterling: of the 
collection of autographs, lately commenced, even now 8,000 
in number (with a separate catalogue for oriental auto­
graphs;) of the 12,000 volumes printed before’the year 
1,500; of practical works upon mnsic—these with the theo­
retical being 6000: of Hebrew works; of Sclavonic books; 
of all the Bibles, of all Philological MSS.; and of the 
Oriental MSS. amounting to 1,000 besides 793 Chinese 
and Indian Books. There is also a reference catalogue of 
all the works acquired since 1822,and various other special 
catalogues are in progress, but above all the Great Scien­
tific or Classical catalogue is said to be in a forward state 
of preparation.— Church Advocate.
Government Expenditures.—More than 15 columns of 
the Washington Globe are filled a mere summary of the 
appropriations made by the General Government at the 
last sessioh. The appropriations under the head of ciyil









Naval Service 6,276,312 10
Pensioners . ... . 455,454
Indian Department 1,862,108 74
Indian Treaties 6.381,454 57
Suppression of Indian hostilities 5,020,000
Breakwaters, &c. 709,884 42
Harbor bill 493,100 41
Miscellaneous 5,390,492 73
Private claims (estimated) 220,000
Total . . . $38,542,298 71
Deduct, having been twice appropriated,
for Wisconcin Territory 25,000
Leaves actual amount of appropriations $38,517,298 71 
Of this sum however, $1,500,000 for the District of Co­
lumbia is not payable for a number of years, and $3,150,- 
000 for the Post Office Department is payable only out of 
the receipts of that Department. Deducting these two 
sums, the amount appropriated is $33,866,796 71.—N. Y. 
Mercury.
f Colonization.—Wc copy by request from the Western 
Presbyterian Herald a new propssition on the aubjectof 
Colonization. We would premise that Mr. Huey (of Read­
ing, O.) formerly resided at Fayette Miss, and owned slaves 
to whom he offered freedom if they would colonize—they 
requested, instead, the liberty of choosing their masters in 
America, which was given them.
In a letter to the editors, Mr. Daniel Huey (of Reading 
O.—formerly of Fayette, Miss.) announces his intention 
to give four hundred acres of new land lately purchased in 
the State of Illinois to the cause of Colonization. Mr. II. 
wishes to form a new Colonization Society, the terms of 
admission into which shell be the entering of four hundred 
acres of new land: in the name of the Society. He sup­
poses that, if eleven others with himself make such an ap­
propriation, the land (4800 acres) will be worth in six years 
at least twenty dollars per acre, which would amount to 
ninety-six thousand dollars. The recent speculations in 
new lands fully warrant the conviction, that lands judi­
ciously entered, would advance as above estimated. When 
this number is made up, the Society can be organized and 
plans devised for the disbursement of its funds. We would
that the Society may number an hundred members__
Their initiation fees, according to Mr. Huey’s calculation,
would make the society worth $800,000 in six years._
Cin. Jour.
Powers, the Sculptor.—This gentleman promises tube an 
artist of the highest distinction. He received his first pa­
tronage in anj tangible form from N. Longworth, Esq., of 
this city, (where Powers was then residing,) by which he 
wasenabled to goto Washington. There he was at once 
encouraged, and lias executed, in very superior style, it is 
said, busts of Marshal, Calhoun, Jackson, Van Buren, 
Wocdburry and Preston.
Mr. Preston (of S. C.) was so highly pleased that he 
advised him to proceed to Italy, and lias given him the li­
berty to draw upon him For all monies needed for this pur­
pose--- Mr. Powers will leave soon for this favored land
of the arts. We glean these facts from the N. Y. Express, 
a paper which has risen at once to the highest grade of com­
mercial and political excellence__ Cincinnati Journal.
Whiskey Distilleries.—The Journal of Commerce says, 
the number of these establishments lias a good deal increas­
ed in New York and neighborhood within a few years, 
stimulated by the high profits of the business. In New 
York, Brooklyn, Williamsburg and Jersey City, are fifteen 
distilleries, at which are consumed not less than 10,000 
bushels of corn and rye daily, or three millions of bushels 
yearly. —American Citizen,
A race of White Indians have it alleged, been discovered 
in the southwestern side of the Rocky Mountains. One 
tribe is denominated the Mawkeys, and the others the Na- 
baelioes. Their complexion, it is said, is whiter than the 
ordinery race of white men.—American Citizen.
Accident and Narrow Escape--- A remarkable escape was
made on the Germantown rail road a few days ago. The 
facts as related to us are these : A milkman, from the 
neighborhood, in crossing the rail road at the junction of 
the Germantown and Norristown branches, his horse be­
came frightened at the noise of an approaching locomotive, 
and refused to go, and the engineer expecting the road to 
be cleared before he got up, was unable on account of the 
immobility of the horse to check the engine in time, and 
a dreadful concussion ensued. 1 he wagyon was shivered to 
pieces, the horse killed on the spot—and the driver dashed 
under the locomotive, and supposed to be also killed, hut 
before the engine was yet entirely stopped, he crawled out 
between the wheels, and regained his legs, without appa­
rently sustaining the least injury !—Episcopal Rcc.
Mr. Peddcr, Agent of the Philadelphia Beet Root Su­
gar Association, has returned from France with much val­
uable information.
The Shoe business.—The Salem Landmark says this bu­
siness was never better than it is now. One reason given 
for the great increase of the business is “the increase of 
population at the west” which is said to cieatc “a demand
which our manufacturers can by no means meet; and there 
is little danger of the business being overdone.” It is 
said many of the most flourisning towns in Worcester 
county owe their prosperity almost entirely to the shoe 
manufacture. Workmen are getting very high wages-— 
from $2,00 to 2,50 per day.
Execution at Sea.—A sailor was hung on board the U. 
S. Sloop of War, John Adams,at sea, near Naples, July 3d. 
He mur dered one of his fellow seamen in a drunken frolic, 
at Mahon, as he afterwards confessed. He was tried by a 
Court Martial. The event produced a melancholy sensa­
tion on hoard the ship.
A monthly newspaper has been commenced at Natchez, 
Mississippi under the auspices of the Executive Commit, 
tee of the Mississippi State Temperance Society, entitled 
“The Cold Water Man.” It appears to be ably conduct­
ed, and from a remark of the Editor, J. Black, Esq., that 
the mail of a single day brought in 77 new subscribers, we 
are led to hope he will be encouraged to proceed in his 
useful labors.
,onnaira-unt? for s.P?* 1 2 * 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 li 2 13,atio,ls committed by France since 
1800, will be entitled to receive four 5ths of the sums 
awarded them, including the 20 per cent already paid on 
the first Wednesday in September__ N. Y. Mercury. ’
How are the mighty fallen—That distinguished man 
whose mighty genius has long wielded the popular voice of 
England, the champion of education and equal rights 
Lord Brougham, has fallen a victim to intempeiance.
The public'lands now remaining unsold are estimated at 
400 millions of acres; the total amount of sales since the 
adoption of the Constitution, antecedent to the last report, 
at 28 millions.— Cleveland Whig.
FOREIGN.
Texas.—Extract of a letter from an officer in Texas to 
a gentleman in this city dated “ Galveston Island, Aug. 2, 
1836—I think we are now in a fair way for peace. There 
was a reaction by the Mexicans, at one time, alter their de­
feated army retired to Rio Grande, and an attempt was 
made to reinforce, to make another invasion upon us; hut 
all has so far proved a failure, or likely to do so, in conse­
quence of some internal commotions in Mexico. 1 think 
we shall have no further trouble with the Mexicans, yet 
our volunteers are anxious to ‘go ahead.’ Our army is 
2,500 strong, and increasing daily, in high spirits, ready 
for the contest. ««*»■* ]Vly rendezvous is at 
Galveston Island, where I am in command at present.— 
All the Mexican officers (except Santa Anna and Alrnon- 
ti) and most of the private soldiers are here, my prisoners. 
I am fortifying and going ahead here—have been expecting 
an attack daily, but now believe the danger is over.”—N. 
Haven Herald.
By an arrival at this port says the New York Obser­
ver, London papers have been received to July 25th.
The Irish Church Bill, the great bill of the Session, 
was read a second time in the House of Lords, on Fri­
day, July 22d, and its third reading was then assigned for 
Monday.
A very serious difference has arisen between Ministers 
and some of their warmest friends as to the English 
Church Bill, and it was feared by some that the ultraists 
would carry their opposition so far as to drive Ministers 
to a resignation.
The first of the series of steam vessels for the Ameri­
can and Colonial Steam Navigation Company, under the 
management of the directors of the Dublin Steam Com­
pany, had been laid down in Liverpool. This vessel will 
be of the burden of 1200 tons, with engines of 400 horse 
power.
The Milan Privileged Gazette of the 4th of July, ac­
knowledges that the cholera had invaded Austrian Lom­
bardy.
At the sale of Barry O’Meara’s “items,” Napoleon’s 
tooth sold for seven guineas and a half, and a few lines 
of his writing for eleven guineas.
General Evans had arrived in London from Spain.— 
The papers were busily discussing the causes and conse­
quences of his failure, in his attempt upon Fontarabia, on 
the 12th of July.
The Pacha of Egypt has been persuaded by the French 
consul general to give up his project of tearing down 
some of the pyramids, for the sake of the stone.
The Chamber of Peers have passed an act suppressing 
the Gambling houses after 1838. Baron Pasquicr has said 
that had not “Fiescbi lost by gambling the money he owed 
to the workmen under him, he would not have committed 
the crime he did,”—Cin. Jour.
\
We learn from the Catholic Telegraph, that at the sug­
gestion of the Rev. Mr. Connelly, a professorship of Eng­
lish literature is about to be established in the college of the 
Propaganda in Rome.—The professorship will be institut­
ed for special benefit of the American clergy educated at 
Rome__ Church Advocate.
Cholera in Italy--- The following is ail extract of a letter
from Milan, dated the 17th ult.—“ Death has been rather 
on the quick at Venice, and still continued so ; insensibly 
the cholera has crept on at Milan, though very few cases 
have appeared ; it rages at Bergamo; at Como, not much.
Another account speaks of the disease as raging at Mi­
lan “with geat intensity.”
The Blind in Canton. — Rev. Mr. Parker, Missionary 
af the American Board, who is a physician, has establish­
ed a hospital at Canton for the treatment of the Opthal- 
mie diseases, which are very prevalent there. The number 
of blind in and about Canton, according to official returns, 
is 4,750. Within the quarter ending 4th of February 
last, Dr. Parker had under treatment 825 patients, chief­
ly suffering under diseases of the eyes, very many of whom 
were successfully operated upon. l)r. Parker appears to 
have gained the.confidence of the Chii e e, and the access 
lie has to numbers as a physician, gives him favorable op­
portunities to communicate to them the truths of the Gos­
pel.—Landmark.
Grave-robbing, it appears, has become alarmingly prev­
alent in some parts of China. Not that species of grave- 
robbing known among ourselves, but a plundering of the 
ornaments attached to the corpse and coffin. It is the cus­
tom of the Chinese to place in the graves of their deceased 
relatives various articles of value, such as gold, silver, 
pearls, and utensils made of precious stones. The village 
of Lungkeang and Lingshan being very wealthy, their 
place of interment was pitched upon by the grave-robbers 
as a promising field for plunder. A lady who was in the 
h abit of visiting her husband’s grave to worship at and 
sweep it, first discovered the robbery, and on investigation 
it was found that more than 80 graves had been opened and 
robbed. Ten or twelve of the robbers had been arrested, 
and would suffer a lingering death by being slowly cut to 
pieces,—such being the punishment allotted to the crime.—: 
N. Y. Mercury.
Farm for Sale.
r5YHE Subscriber offers for sale his farm situated on the 
IL Mt. Vernon and Gambier road, 2 miles from the lat­
ter and 3 from the former, and about half a mile west of
the Seminary land, containing
’ 170 ACRES,
of which about 80 acres are under fence, and about 30 
acres under culture. There are two log Dwellings and 
Barn, a young Orchard of about 800 fruit trees of differ­
ent kinds, about one-half of which are hearing trees. The 
lot is well Timbered. There is a small Sugar Camp of 
about 250 trees and several good springs. An indisputable 
title will be given.
1 hose wishing to purchase can obtain further informa­
tion by applying to the subscriber on the premises.
NICHOLAS TORODE.
N. B. Several other small Lots to dispose of.
Gambier, August 24 tf
.In Chancery.
Abiel Foster vs. Abiel Chandler. 
r BMIE said Abiel Chandler is hereby notified that on th 
JL 18th of July, A. D. 1836, the said .Abiel Foster filed 
in the Court <» Common l’leas of the County of Knox 
and State of Ohio, a bill in Chancery against the said Abiel 
Chandler, the object and prayer ot which bill is to obtain 
a specific performance of a certain agreement entered into 
between Abiel Foster the father of said Complainant and 
said defendant for the conveyance of Lot No. 13, Section 
4, Township 9, Range 11, U. S. Military Land in the 
District of Ohio, and in case the said Defendant should 
not he able so to do that lie shall refund the purchase mo­
ney interest and damages by reason of the premises—And 
the said Abiel Chandler is further notified that unless he 
appears and pleads, answers or demurs to the said bill with­
in sixty days alter the next term of said Court the said 
Abiel iosier at the Term next after the expiration of said 
sixty days will apply to said Court to take the matters of 
said bill as confessed, and decree thereon accordingly.
D. CAMPBELL DUNLAP,
Sol. for Compl't.
Dated July 18, 1836.—6w
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From the Sunday School Visiter 
THE MECHANISM OF MAN.
i J am fearfully and wonderfully made."—Psalm cxxxix.
Fond Atheist ! could a giddy dance 
Of atoms blindly hurl’d,
Produce so regular, so fair,
So harmonized a world?
Why do not Lybia’s driving sands,
The sport of every storm,
A palace here, the child of chance,
Or there a temple, form ?
Presumptuous wretch ! thyself survey—
That lesser fabric scan ;
Tell me from whence the immortal dust,
The god, the reptile man?
Where wast thou, when the embryo earth, 
From Chaos burst its w.ay—
When stars exulting sang the morn,
And hail’d the new-born day ?
What fingers brace the tender nerves,
The twisting fibres spin ?
Who clothes with flesh the hardening bone,
And .weaves the silken skein ?
How came the brain and beating heart,
Life’s more immediate throne,
(Where fatal every touch) to dwell 
Immailed in solid bone ?
Who taught the wandering tides of blood 
To leave the vitnl urn ?
Visit each limb in purple »tiearns,
And faithfully return ?
How know the nerves to hear the will,
Thy heavy limbs to wield?
The tongue ten thousand tastes discern,
Ten tliousand accents yield ?
How know the lungs to heave and pant ?
Or how the fringed lid
To guard the fearful eye, or brush
The sullied ball unbid? i
The delicate and winding ear 
To image every sound—
>. The eye to catch the pleasing view,
And tell the senses round?
Who bids the babe now launched in life 
The milky draught arrest,
And with its eager finger press 
Tire nectar-streaming breast?
Who with a love too big for words,
The mother’s bosom warms,
Along the rugged path of life,
To bear it in her arms ?
A God! a God! creation shouts;
A God! each insect cries;
He moulded in bis palm the earth,
And hung it in the skies.
11.
From the Christian Witness.
THE CHILD’S TESTIMONY__ No. IV.
July 4th. We had dreaded very much the ef­
fect of this day’s noise upon Octavia in her pre­
sent feeble state, but she has been kept in per­
fect peace. The 43d chapter of Isaiah afford­
ed her great confort.
In the course of the day she said to me, in 
reference to an interesting circumstance which 
lately occurred in a neighboring town—“How 
beautiful it must have been to those present at 
the meeting in Minot, when the blind man and 
the lame one were both admitted to the Church 
I should think it would have reminded them of 
the marriage supper, when the guests invited, 
all, with one consent, began to make excuse, 
when the blind and the lame were brought in to 
take their places;—That’s the way with us all.”
We were once conversing upon the goodness 
of God manifested to her, in giving her the 
knowledge of the Saviour, she said, “I cannot 
tell why it is, that I have been made to love, 
Him,—it seems strange tome,”—and then re­
peated the words, “Be still, and know that it is 
God!”
The passage in Isaiah, was read to her; “And 
the ransomed of the Lord shall return; and 
come to Zion with songs and everlasting joy 
upon their heads; they shall obtain joy and glad­
ness, and sorrow and sighing shall llee away.”— 
“Oh yes !” she said,
‘When on Zion we stand, having reached the blest shore, 
With our.harps in our hands, we’ll praise Him evermore.’ ”
The following judicious remarks are extracted from 
‘Lectures on the Means of Promoting and Preserving 
Health, delivered at the Mechanic’s Institute, Spitalfields,
Octavia was always gentle and mild; grate- { T* M- D;» London, 1835.’ Dr. Hodgkin
i i i *.u:, l member of the Society of rriends :to pvnrv nnn who (lid anv thniff for her. and 1 J 9ful e e y o e d y ing , ;
would thank them tor any trifling service. She • 
was tenderly alive to the feelings of others, | 
afraid that we should do too much for her. j 
In all her protracted suffering, she exhibted i 
the patience of one who lived for other joys I 
than those of earth;—“Patient, patient,” she 
would say, “then Twill be, for the sufferings of ; 
this present time are not worthy to be compar- j 
cd with the glory that will be revealed hereafter. I 
Eye hath not seen, neither hath ear heard, the j 
glory he has prepared for them that love him.” | 
When she left school, all her books were left 
in her desk,but she two or three times request­
ed that her Bible might be brought home.— 
When it was brought to her, she said, “I was 
afraid I should not get it while I had strength 
to give it away myself’—1 wish to give it to 
Olive,” At night, when Olive came to move 
her from her chair to her bed, she took the Bi­
ble, and, in a very solemn voice, said, “Olive, 
this is my own Bible, I give it to you, you must 
read it every day, and pray God to make you 
understand it.”
In speaking of her strength as failing very 
fast, she said, “I am just like a little babe, I 
want somebody to take me in their arms and 
rock me. Oh, soon I shall sleep, and what a 
short sleep it will be, before we all meet again!”
Sabbath. She observed to-day that there 
were more promises in the Scriptures to the 
young, than to any others. “O how dreadful 
it is,” she said, “to see an old. person without 
religion! how many sorrows they must have en­
dured, and all without any other support than 
the world can give! They have hardened them­
selves in sin, and now must go down to the 
grave without hope;—
‘Tis easier work if we begin 
To serve the Lord betimes;
While sinners, who grow old in sin,
Are hardened in their crimes.
‘Twill save us from a thousand snares,
To mind religion young;
Grace will preserve our following years,
And make our virtue strong.’
To-day she said to one conversing with her,
< I want to be holy; I hate sin.”
“What do you hate sin for.”
“Because God hates it.”
A friend observed to her, in speaking of her 
situation, “Jesus takes the lambs in his arms.”
“Yes,” she added, “and1 carries them in his
bosom—no wonder then that I am easy—how 
beautiful? I will try to think of him all the 
time. ‘A book of remembrance was written 
before him, for them that thought upon his 
name.’ What chapter is that in? It is a beau­
tiful chapter.”
She said to me, “I think that people may be 
deceived in thinking they wish to die; it may 
arise from selfishness; they wish to get rid of 
suffering. I think I have felt so myself, but 
now I wish to die, that I may be free from sin 
and a wicked world, and go to be with Christ.
Friday. “What beautiful hymns,” she ob­
served, “these are in the Prayer book!” The 
fifty-first hymn, from the second verse, was a 
favorite with her.
She said that she loved to hear the Creed, for 
she could understand that, and it was beautiful 
to her.
For a few days past she, has thought much of 
the duty of baptism, and made many inquiries 
with regard to its nature, expressing an earn­
est desire to receive the ordinance, but is fear­
ful that she does not fully understand it. After
conversing with Rev. Mr. T----- , she was very
desirous to receive this ordinance, and that of 
the Lord's Supper.
“Oil sister!” she said, “ how delighted I 
should be to partake of the Supper in comme­
moration of tiie death of Christ with you, and 
some of my Christian friends that I love so much 
once in the world, before I leave you.”
A friend said to her—“Octavia some of your 
Christian relatives would tell you that you could 
not be baptized, without you went down into 
the water, and you are too sick.” She remain­
ed thoughful a few minutes, then looked up, 
with a smile, and said, “What difference can it 
make as to the quantity of water used? whether 
it is a tew drops, or the whole ocean full? It 
is giving myself to Christ and having those 
beautiful names, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
said over me*”
The duty of connecting herself with the 
Church had occupied her mind for some time, 
but she feared that she was too young to un­
derstand the “Church Covenant,” she had heard 
read to those admitted to the Communion when 
she had attended meeting—she said, “I dare 
not promise to believe what I do not under­
stand." For days she dwelt much upon the 
subject,feeling that Christ had commanded that 
we should be baptized, and that it was her duty 
to obey. We told her to select any clergyman 
that she pleased to perform the ordinance for
her; she at once replied, that Mr. T----- would
be her choice, for she could understand the 
beautiful Creed, and all of the baptismal ser­
vice.
On Sunday, she said, “Sister, what a beau­
tiful ordinance baptism is! Was Ellen baptized 
in this room? And soon I hope I shall be. I 
feared that I was not worthy, but Christ has 
commanded it, and we are none of us worthy in 
ourselves. Only'think of it, to be baptized in 
His name, as a proof that we choose him for 
our portion!”
LAYING UP FOR HEAVEN.
In the freshness of youth,
In childood’s first morn,
While we gather life’s roses,
But see not the thorn;
While the sun shines so brightly
No clouds intervene,
With storms of misfortune,
To darken the sesne,
We’ll lay up our treasures
In mansions of light,
Where time ne’er destroys them,
Where change cannot blight 
There our hearts shall be also,
And there when I die,
May my soul live for ever
With Jesus on high.
TEMPERANCE
From the Landmark.
DESTRUCTIVE EFFECTS OF SPIRIT DRINK­
ING.
“The fatal influence of intemperance in drink 
is occasionally seen a littl e beyond the middle 
period of li fe, at which time persons are not ve­
ry unfrequently subject to what is called cli­
macteric decline. Some are favored to recov­
er lrom its attack; but to the spirit-drinker it 
almost always proves faval. Premature old 
age is another result of spirit-drinking. I have 
often noticed, with surprise, in the course of 
my practice: that when I had suspicion of the 
habits of a patient, I have inquired his age that 
with all the marks of age and decrepitude upon 
him he was some years my junior. The habit 
ofspirit drinking unfitsits victims to bear the 
wounds, fractures, and accidents of various 
kinds to winch all are liable; and the skill of 
the surgeon is often baffled or foiled, by the ill 
condition of his patient, who by a long course 
of spirit drinking has destroyed the powers of 
his constitution. It is also worthy of remark, 
that the spirit drinker is peculiarly succeptible of 
disease of all kinds, and, consequently, is likely 
to fall the first victim to fevers, or other epi­
demic distempers. The ravages of the cholera 
have confirmed this by unnumbered proofs.
The heart and blood-vessels do not escape 
the injurious effects of ardent spirits. The 
former is subjected to great varieties of excite­
ment, and the palpitations so produced may 
lead tne way to permanent disease. Ossifica­
tion of the valves, and thickening of the lining 
membrane, are the probable results. The arte­
ries, both large and small are very liable to be­
come ossified; and when this effect is produced 
the individual is very liable to apoplexy and 
gangrene. In a former part of this lecture, I 
have hinted at the injurious effects which im­
proper drinks may produce on the lungs.— 
There is, perhaps no error of this kind by which 
this effect is so strikingly produced as when 
ardent spirits are taken. Besides the obvious 
effectswhich they must have in promoting and 
aggravating inflammation of the lungs, when­
ever these parts suffer from irritation, at a time 
when the systemis under the influence of spirits 
there are two other modes in which mischief is 
produced, affecting these organs which are 
less obvious. First it lias been ascertained by 
experiment that a greater exercise of respira­
tion is required when the system is excited by 
spirit: hence: divers cannot remain so long 
under water after they have been taking spirits
as they can at other times. Runners, also, find 
their wind shortened after drinking spirits. Now 
those who take spirits in sufficient quantity to 
effect the system, and then, under the excite­
ment which they have produced, apply them­
selves to some laborious or active exertion must 
expose the lungs, or organs of respiration, to 
the chance of very serious injury. The other 
effect to which I allude may seem at first to be 
at variance with what I have just related as well 
as opposed to the vulgar or common opinion 
respecting the effect of spirits. It is generally 
supposed that they promote the warmth of the 
body; on which account they are frequently 
taken by persons who have no inclination to in­
temperance when they are peculiarly exposed 
to cold. This is a very fallacious practice. A 
transient glow may indeed be produced by the 
quickened circulation which for a short time 
succeeds the swallowing of the dram; but this af­
terwards becomes proportionally more languid 
in consequence of which the surface, and more 
especially the extremities,become pale and cold 
whilst the internal parts are both stimulated by 
the spirit, and loaded with the blood which has 
left the surface of the body. The object of 
maintaining and equalizing the warmth of the 
body is completely lost, whilst the internal or­
gans are exposed to the danger ofinflammation. 
This effeet of ardent spirits is seen carried to 
its greatest and most dangerous extent in Rus­
sia, and other countries where extreme cold 
prevails. The inhabitants of these countries are 
apt to give way to the temptation to take spirits 
to an amount which produces overpowering-in­
toxication. If, in this state, they expose them­
selves to the cold air, or are driven out of dram­
shops and turned into it, the combined influence 
of the benumbing cold, and the liquor they have 
taken, produces a profound degree of torpor.— 
Breathing, which is closely and necessarily con­
nected with the production of animal heat, is 
almost suspended and the individual, unless re­
scued from his dangerous situation, is soon fro­
zen to death.
The deleterious effect of spirit on the skin is 
seen in the production of what is usually called 
grog blossoms. Spirits, likewise, promote at­
tacks of erysipelas, which is often severe and 
even fatal, in persons whose constitutions are 
shattered by the use of spirits.
The worst effects of spirits, as connected with 
bodily health, are those which it produces on 
the nervous system: by which I mean the brain 
and nerves. The first effect of a large dose of 
spirits on the system, is almost immediate, and 
quite notorious, causing swimming of the head 
confusion of ideas and staggering gait. The 
late Dr. Spurzheim, who is almost universally 
known in consequence of the long continued and 
close attention which he paid to the brain, de­
clared that he had found brains peculiarly hard 
in this country £England,J which he attributed 
to the general abuse of spirits. A striking and 
often immediate effect of intoxication, upon the 
brain, is apoplexy. Where this is not imme­
diately fatal, palsy is almost sure to remain.—- 
Epilepsy is another very serious disease of the 
brain, which, when not produced, may be great­
ly aggravated by the influence of spirits. In 
females, they greatly promote a tendency to 
Hysterics. One of the most serious diseases 
of the brain, brought on by tlic use of spirits, 
is called delirium tremens. Persons, whose 
age might induce one to suppose that they 
were in the prime of life, are sometimes carried
off in a few hours by this dreadful malady__
Those are the most liable to die from this af­
fection who have kept up an almost incessant 
state of excitement by means of ardent spirits. 
It is not necessary that the quantify taken 
should have been such as to produce any ex­
treme degree of intoxication the individual may 
even have been able,in some degree,to attend to 
the various concerns in which he might happen 
to be placed; when after the sudden removal 
of blood or some powerful influence on the 
mind or something without any assignable 
cause, a state approaching to madness, and of­
ten marked with tremors, muttering, and pros­
tration of strength suddenly comes on, and it 
not pretty promptly relieved by well-directed 
medical aid, is very apt to prove speedily fatal.”
ADVANTAGE OF DRINKING WATER.
It is a great mistake to think that any drink
is better for hard-working men than water.— 
There was a party employed in draining by 
task-work, ia Richmond Park, who were pat­
terns of English laborers. They worked hard 
from morning to night and in all weather, but 
drank only water or coffee. They did not 
even use beer. The expense of coffee was 
comparatively trifling: and they performed as 
hard a day’s work as any men in England ; 
and were often exposed to wet and cold. A 
proof of this may also be found in Capt. Ross’s 
recent voyage to the Arctic regions. He says, 
that on a journey of great difficulty and hard­
ship he was the only one of the party whose 
eyes were not inflamed, and he was the only 
one who did not drink grog. He was also the 
oldest of the party, yet for the same reason he 
bore the fatigue better than any of them. He 
adds, that whoever will make the experiment on 
two equal boats’ crews, rowing in a heavy sea, 
will soon be convinced that the water drinkers 
will far outdo the others. No better testimony 
to this is required than the experience of men 
who work at iron foundries, which is the hardest 
work done by man; but they know that they 
cannot perform it, if they drink even beer, and 
their sole drinK during the hours of this hot 
and heavy labor is water. It is a well-attested 
fact, that when an armed brig was wrecked in 
Plymouth harbour in 1779, (the last of Decem­
ber,) in the severe snow-storm, the men who 
drank freely of spirits perished by the cold, 
while those who refrained wholly, or took very 





Flora Macdonald—celebrated for her concern in the es­
cape of Prince Charles Stuart after the battle of Culloden 
—was the daughter of Macdonald of Milton, in the island 
of South Uist (one of the remoter of the Hebridean range,) 
and nearly related to the chieftain of Clanranald, who as­
serts claims to he considered as the head of this distinguish­
ed Scottish name. Her father having died during her 
early life, her mother was married a second time, to Mr. 
Macdonald of Armadale, in the isle of Skye, who, accord­
ing to a tradition of the family, accomplished the matah by 
what was not then causidered as cither a dishonorable or
dangerous expedient—namely, the abduction of the lady 
by force from her own house. Flora received the latter and 
better part of her oducation at a boarding-school in Edin­
burgh, from which she had just returned at the commence­
ment of the insurrection of 1745.
The Clanranald Macdonalds, ail except the aged chief 
himself, adopted, on this occasion, the cause of the young 
Pretender; the Skye Macdonalds, on the other hand, 
among whom was Flora s stepfather, remained at peace, 
though in general inclined to the same cause. After the 
disastrous conclusion of the enterprise, Charles fled in dis­
guise to the Hebrides, and was concealed in a hut in South 
Uist, under the protection of the chieftain of Clanranald 
and his lady, who resided at Ormiclade House, on that is­
land. At length, towards the end of June 1746, the lar«e 
parties of military, regulars and volunteers, who had been 
in pursuit of the prince, learned that he was in hidin'? 
somewhere on South Uist or the adjoining island and it 
was resolved, in order that he might find no loop-hole of 
escape, to sweep over the range from one extremity to the 
other, while the governments vessels should hem the island 
closely round, and prevent his getting away by sea. In 
this dilemma, it occurred to Lady Clanranald, as his pro­
tectress was designated, that the only chance of his escape 
lay in the possibility of getting him smuggled off the is­
land in female attire, and in the train of some young lady, 
it is said that two young ladies were requested in vain to 
Enter into this scheme; the application was only success­
ful in the third instance, when Miss Flora Macdonald 
then residing with her brother the Laird of Milton, was 
prevailed on to hazard her life, in the hope of saving one 
whom, she deemed a righteous prince, and the son of her 
sovereign. After a short interview with the prince, to 
whom she was introduced by his friend Captain O’neil, 
she returned to the house of her brother, who remonstrated
against the scheme, on account of what it exposed her to__
But the heroic girl replied with the greatest coolness, that 
she could die but once, and situated as the prince was, she
was determined to save him, or perish in the attempt__
bhe then set out for the residence of the Clanranald fami­
ly, in order to commence her perilous entei'prise, accompa­
nied only by her servant Neil Mac-Echen, a person who 
has lately been discovered to he the father of the celebrated
urs“aH -Macdonald, created by Napoleon Bonaparte, 
Duke of Tarentum. At one of the fords, she was arrest­
ed by a party of militia, and taken before their commander 
who proved to he her own stepfather, Armadale. This 
gentleman, among others of the Skye Macdonalds, had ta- 
ken up arms as militia-men in behalf of the government, 
hut was, in reality, like many of his friends, attached to the 
opposite cause. From the documents we have consulted 
we entertain little doubt that he was made a confidant in 
the scheme of his daughter-in-law, and entered heartily in­
to it. lie granted her a passport to Skye for herself, her 
servant Neil, and a woman whom she called Betty Burke 
a native of Ireland, and who, she said, was qualified to 
serve her mother as a spinner. Armadale even wrote a 
letter to his wife, recommending the unseen person to her 
for her alledged qualification in that capacity. Betty 
Burke was in reality the name and character which it had 
beam settled the prince was to assume in his passage to
On Friday, June 27, Miss Macdonald was conduct­
ed once more to the hiding place of the prince, whom she 
found eugaged in the humble office of eooktng his own 
dinner, but nevertheless wonderfully cheerful and resign­
ed. Next morning lady Clanranald received intellioencs 
that the troops were at her own house, and had to return 
home to receive them. The skulking party then saw they 
had no more time to lose; and, accordingly the prince hav­
ing been dressed in a plain flowered linen gown, an apron and cap so as to pass for an Irish serving-loman, U,ey se 
sail at 8 ,n the evening, for Skye. They had hanlly got a eague from shore, when the sea, being tempestuo/s^and 
the wind shifting several times, the boatmen knew not in 
what direction they were going. Charles, seeing his com­
panions to he much discomposed, endeavored to sustain 
their spirits by singing and telling them stories. During 
the passage, Miss Macdonald fell asleep, and the prince 
took care to watch closely over her, so as to prevent the 
men from stumbling upon her. In the morning, they found 
themselves close to the point called VVaternish, in the isle 
of Skye, and it was with no small alarm that they saw a
nulled °f S° dlerS,°n the sh0™* They immediately 
pulled off) as hard as they could, while the soldiers made 
several halls whistle around them. Charles entreated his 
preserver to he down in the bottom of the boat for safety • 
but she would not eonsent to do so, till he also a-? reed to’ 
take the same expedient. °
hey landed, some hours after, at Kilbride, near Tro-
whffeti ab?Ur tVVCk-° ln‘leS north of Waternish; and 
while the prince remained on shore, the young lady, accom-
sPeaiof W V2nt’ a?lked 10 the ho’’se °f Mugstot, the
seat of Sir Alexander Macdonald, of Sleat—a gentleman 
now in Arms for the government, though originally a par- tizan of the Stuart family. Here Miss MacdSnald Was^e- 
ceived very kindly by Lady Margaret Macdonald, wife of 
Sir Alexander; hut it was with some alarm she found the
versin-'witlfl0®!^^ r-P3RyQf «overnment con-
eiUered inIn n" LadJ* * * D. * F. G. * * * * * * * * * * * S,’*V ,n tbo Par’°r- She, nevertheless 
I adv w„" ? ‘•""/ersation with this gentleman, while
od nf Y dcc,(Jed Jacobite and previously appris­
ed of the visiter she was to expect; took measures fo, fur­
thering the progress of the skulking party through the country. There happened to he, m the ^ousc of M^ 
Macdonald, of Kmgsburgh, who acted as Sir Alexander’s
neTtoYV tr'Y Part °f Is,an<’’ a,,d wl,ose friendli-
ness to the Stuart cause could he relied upon. Him she 
engaged to go to the prince, who was still lingering on the 
shore, and to conduct him by byways to his own house.— 
Kmgsburgh performed this task with great adroitness, and 
the party was rejoined on the journey, by Miss Macdonald, 
along with her servant, Mac Echan. In passing along, 
hey met with several parties of the country people, re­
turning from church, and it was with great difficulty that 
the prince, who was somewhat tall, even as a man,‘con- 
W edR° rCa?? obsc,,vat!on- Li the evening, he and 
houseMaCd°na d urcreklndl>’ entertained in Kingshurgh’s
memY\n«nMnS’/',e,p,n,,cc-was again drcssed in habiIi- 
ments, Miss Macdonald putting on his cap with her own 
hands; and, in the forenoon they set out forPortee, whence 
they expected to get the unfortunate fugitive conducted to a 
ne ghboring and safer island. At that village Charles par­
ted with his heroic preserver, in a. manner, which has 
neen thus descr.beil by an eye-witness :—then turning to 
Miss Macdonald, he said' ‘I believe, madam, 1 owe you a 
crown of borrowed money. She told him it was only half­
-crown, which he accordingly paid her with thanks. He 
then saluted her, and expressed himself in these, or the like
si70?! S’ * -01" Tlat ba’ baPPel,e'fl I hope, madam, we 
shall met in St. James s yet.” IIe afterwards expressed 
the greatest concern that so amiable a man as Kingsburg!,, 
or so heroic a girl as Flora Macdonald, should have subjec­
ted themselves to hazard for his sake.
Miss Macdenald was seized by the Government troops in 
going home and carried in a vessel to .London, where she 
was confined for many months, though it would be diffi- 
cult to define what law she had broken, or what punish­
ment she deserved. Her story occasioned an intense in­
terest in the society of the metropolis, and jt is said that i 
she received a visit from no less a personage than Frederick 
1 nnce of Wales, father to King George the Third. This 
individual asked if she would have protected him, if he 
had been in the same circumstances as the Pretender, to 
which she replied, that she would, if he had placed the 
same confidence in her. He was so much pleased with the 
reply, as to exert himself to procure her liberation. When 
enlarged from prison, she was taken under the protection 
of a Jacobite gentlewoman of high note, Lady Primrose of 
Dunmpace, who showed her off to all the persons well nf. 
feet to the Stuart cause, as a patem of heroism and forti­
tude. It is the tradition of her family, that eighteen car 
nages belonging to visitors of distinction were sometimes 
seen ranked up before the door in a single evening 
flatteries and presents which she received from these persons 
would have turned the heads of most young ladies but upon the strong mind of this extraordinary heroine theJ 
produced no effect but surprise. She said, with dign fied simplicity, that she never could see any thing remarkable 
m her conduct it was only what the circuinstanccs natu_ 
rally demandeef, and she conceived herself to have perform cd but a common duty. pertorm-
Somc years after returning to her native county she 
was married (November 6, 1750) to Mr. Alexander Map donad, son of that Macdonald of Kingslnirgh wbYi i 
..deJ he, in furthering the c,r.,pe of.he® S' 
her husbands father having died, she became the lady ofth®
D? fe"
friend Boswell, the latter of whom describes her°as
husband, to North Carolina where ,1 grated’. w,tb ller 
settled upon an estate. It is a curinn Pl’rcbasefl and 
tbat she carried with her ahalf of the I 'iU.1 entbus*asm 
Charles had slept at Kiiigsburgh “’i"^11 Pritl0C
or wherever .he died, it .hottlf
Macdonald had scarcely been settled on his property when 
the unfortunate contest between the colonists and the mo­
ther country involved him in trouble. Like most of his 
countrymen in America, be sided with the British govern, 
ment, and the consequence was, that he was imprisoned as 
a dangerous person. On being liberated, he took arms 
against the colonists, as captain in a regiment called the 
North Carolina Highlanders, and he and his wife met with 
many strange adventures in the course of the contest. At 
the conclusion of the war, they found it neecssary to leave 
the country of their adoption, and return to Skye. In the 
voyage homeward, the vessel encountered a French ship of 
war, and an action ensued. While the other ladies were 
confined below, Flora insisted upon remaining on deck, 
where she endeavored, by her voice and example to ani­
mate the sailors. She was unfortunately thrown down in 
the bustle, and broke her arm; which caused her afterwards 
to observe, in the spirit of poor Mercutio, that she had now 
perilled her life in behalf of both the house of Stuart and 
that of Brunswick, and got very little for her pains.
She spent the remainder of her life in Skye, and at her 
death, which took place March 5, 1790, when she had at­
tained a good old age was actually buried in the shroud 
which she had so strangely selected for that purpose in her 
youth, and carried with her through so many adventures 
and migrations. She retained to the last that vivacity and 
vigour of chaiacter which has procured her so much his­
torical distinction. Her husband, who survived her a few 
years, died on the halfpay list as a British officer; and no 
fewer than five of her sons served their king in a military 
capacity. Charles, the eldest son, was a captain in the 
Queen’s Rangers. He was a most accomplished man; 
the late Lord Macdonald, on seeing him lowered into the 
grave said, ‘There lies the most finished gentleman of my 
family and name.’ Alexander, the second son, was also 
an officer; he was lost at sea. The third son, Ronald, was 
a captain of marines, ofhigh professional character, and re­
markable for the elega'nce of his appearance. James, the 
fourth son, served in Tarlton’s British legion, and was a 
brave and experienced officer. Lieutenant-Colonel John 
Macdonald, of Exeter, is, we believe, the only surviving 
son. There were, moreover, two daughters, one of whom, 
Mrs. Major Macloe of Lochbay, in the isle of Skye, is still 
alive.— Cincinnati Gazette.
Singular cask of Double Vision. — At the London 
Medical Sooiety Mr. Field related a remarkable case of 
double'vision, which in some particulars differs from the 
usual symptoms of such affections. The patient is a young 
man aged 22, of abstemious habits, and so studious in play­
ing and writing music as frequently to lose a great portion 
of his night’s rest. He first began to see objects double 
about two years ago, but he did not pay any attention to 
the circumstance. Since then the affection has continued 
to increase, and he now sees two distinct objects, one a few 
inches above the other: that which betakes to he the real 
object, appearing rather the brighter of the two. Jt is 
only at a certain distance that he experiences this pheno­
menon- When near , objects are not doubled. There are 
no symptoms of disease of the brain. The eye is dark, 
and the pupil does not contract to the usual extent of heal­
thy action. What is most remarkable in the case, is the 
fact of Loth eyes being similarly affected; so that if the pa­
tient closes either, the same result follows as when they 
are both open. Various opinions were expressed in the 
society with regard to the cause. Mr. Kingdon thought 
that the habit which the eyes had acquired of Jookingat two 
bars of music at once, together with the abslemioiis hab­
its of the patient, might have had considerable influence 
in the production of the disease. Mr. Pilcher considered 
it either to be the result of incipient amaurosis, or an ir­
regular action of the muscles of the eyes. Mr. Dendy and 
the president though; that'the cause must exist in the hall 
of the eye itself, some alteration perhaps, in the humors.— 
It was the general opinion of the society that the great ap­
plication to music should at once he dispensed with by the 
patient.—Lancet.
Extract of a letter to the editors of the N. Y. Sun.— 
We have no doubt but our tea-loving readers will be very 
much obliged to us for the information it contains.
Canton, China, 3d April, 1836.
Dear Sir—1 have the pleasure to send you (to the care 
of Mr. Morrill,) two small boxes of black tea, one of which 
is called by the Chinese “ Woo Pouchong," and the oth­
er “Pekoo,” which were presented to me a few days since 
by a Chinese Hong merchant named Phenching, together 
with many other teas, all of which he assures me are of su­
perior quality and flavour.
It is customary with the Hong Chinese merchants, to 
make presents of teas and silks, every Chinese New Year, 
to foreigners of their acquaintance sojourniug in China ;and 
1 have had more than eighteen hundred dollars woith pre­
sented to me during the tlireo years I have resided in this 
country. All Green Teas are cured with Prussian Blue 
to give them a good color, and are hence therefore consider­
ed by the Chinese as partly poisoned. No class of Chinese 
use any description of green tea, except to sell, neither da 
any forginers who have resided any length of time in the 
country. The best and highest priced green teas, however 
arc tinged with but very little Prussian Blue, whilst the 
cheaper kinds are much alloyed with this ingredient. 1 
can confirm this from having witnessed the manufacture of 
teas for the last three years in this empire. Black teas, of 
every grade, are perfectly free from alloy, and are consider­
ed by the Chinese as very wholesome. The “Woolong 
Pouchong,” which I have sent you, is considered the high­
est quality of black tea evei manufactured, and the small 
box of “Pekoo” is nearly equal to it. A small quantity 
of the latter should he mixed with the former when used, 
and steeped with very hot water in an air-tight teapot— 
This is the universal custom of the Chinese, and is consid­
ered absolutely necessary to make a good cup of tea,—Am. 
Citizen.
American Vine.—The expedition to the rocky Moun­
tains found on the borders of the Arcansas near the eastern 
side of the great desert, hundreds of acres of the same 
kind of vine (rifl's vHnifera) which produces the wines of 
Europe. These vines were growing in a wild state and 
were surrounded with hillocks of sand, rising to within 12 
or 18 inches of the end of the branches. They were load­
ed with the most delicious grapes, and the clusters were so 
closely arranged as to conceal every part of the stem.— 
These hillocks of sand are produced by the agency of the
vines, arresting the sand as it is borne along by the wind.__
Christian Mirror.
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